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Preface

The Army's Arroyo Center at I<AND conducted a special assistance study on the
Operation Desert Shield (ODS) deployments. Initiated in early September 1990

at the request of the Chief of Staff of the Army, its objectives were to understand

and report on how the Army's experience in ODS might influence the future

Army-its planning systems, force structure, support capabilities, equipment

nee(iz. and deplovment requirc,ý,ý, ts. The -udv diso _v.iplemented several

other Arroyo Center research efforts addressing the Army's involvement in the
operations in Southwest Asia, including work sponsored by the U.S. Forces

Command on alternative Army force structures and active and reserve mixes.
These research projects provide a broad perspective on the challenges

confronting the Army as it transforms itself into a force more oriented toward

contingency operations-

This monograph documents the Army's experiences with deployment planning

and with deployment-planning systems during ODS. It describes the planning

environment and expectations prior to the crisis and then documents how ODS

experiences differed from those expectations. It offers suggestions as to how,
from the Army's point of view, planning peisonnel, procedures, and systems
might have been used better during ODS and how they might be improved for

future deployments.

Interest expressed by the Joint Staff in this research prompted RAND's National

Defense Research Institute to contribute to its publication_

Although . .,-used on Army experiences, this document should be of interest to
operation and logistic planners in all the services and, especially, to the military

and civilian officials charged with improving deployment procedures and

execution.

The Arroyo Center

"fle Arroyo Center is the U.S. Army's federally funded research and

development center (FFR)C; for studies and analysis operated by PAND. The
Arroyo Center provides the Army with obiective, independent analytic research

on major policy and organizational concerns, emphasizing mid- and long-term
problems. Its research is carried out in four pi'ograms: Strategy and Doctrine;



Force Development and Technology; Military Logistics; and Manpower and

Training.

Armv Regulation 5-21 contains ba,,ic policy for the conduct of the Arrovo Center.

"mne Army- provides continuing guidance and oversight through the Arrovo

Center Policy Committee I ACPC), which is co-chaired by the Vic, Chief of Staff

and by the Assistant Secrcta-' for Research, Development, and Acquisition.

Arroyo Center work is performed under contract MDA903-91-C-0006.

The Arrovo (enter is housed in RýAND's Armv Rese,-ch Divisi,,,. RAND is. a

private, nonprofit institution that conducts analytic research on a wide range of

Fublic policy matters affecting the nation's security and welfare.

James T. Quinlivan is Vice President for the Armv Research Division and the

Director of the Ariovo Center. Those interested in further information about the

Arroyo Center should contact his office directly:

James T. Qumlivan

RAND
1700 Maui Street

P 0. Box 2138

Santa Monica, CA 90407-2138
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Summary

During the six months of Operation Desert Shield (ODS). the U.S. Amw selected

nearly 300,000 troops and over 1,000,00W tons of equipment and supplies for

deployment to Saudi Arabia. It informed the U.S. Transportation Command or

where and when those troops, equipment, and supplies would be massed for

intertheater movement, and then moved the troops and cargoes to those port- of

embarkation. It loaded the ships. And, after the troops and cargoes were

airlifted and sealifted to their ports of debarkation on the Arabian peninsula,

Army personnel received the aircraft, unloaded over 400 ships, remated troops

with their equipment and supplies, and organized transport to move the

reconstituted units into combat positions. The% also provided many of those

services t, elements of the Marines and other Services.

Analysis o' 015 experiences suggests that, despite lack of comparable standards,

Army deploy-ments were planned and executed reasonably quickly and

smoothly. and were possible (on such a scale and sýchedu!e) primarnlv bccauz- c of
the intelligence and can-do attitude of the personnel and the existence of modem

planning procedures and computerized information flows. Analysis aLso reveals

areas where those personnel, procedures, and support require improvement.

At the beginning of ODS, few U.S. planners were proficient in real-time

operations. Recent m~itar" operations had been either small, well planned in

advance, or both. Some planners were expert in deliberate planning-the slow

and considered development of dpt-liled and coordinated operation and

deployment plans for well-specified exigencies. Others were expert in

deployment operations, but almost exclusively i scenarios or exercises that had

been preplanned (and well planned), and in which operations always proceeded

according to plan. In fact, nearly all U.S. planning activities and exercises

assumed that (a) the threat and the proper U.S. response to the threat (and thus

the mission for the Army and other Services) wvere clearly defined; (b) the forces

necessary' to handle the cnsis and the transport they required were obvious and

ready; and (c) few changes or updates to the plans were ever necessary.

Operation Desert Shield did not follow that book; there was no early warning, no

plan on the shelf ready to execute, and in the beginnmg not even a good idea of

the U.S. mission or of how many troops might be needed. Instead. the Iraqi

invasion of Kuwait and the threat to Saudi Arabia presented U.S. planners with



the -halleIge I t nin Ipg thefi deploment I1 not-\ et -,pIc, letd tO :c>. raI, Idk

into a Illtheatrr ,10aed L', unlertaint\. Planner,, hid to inrpi0o\ >,.c ,id build

constaltly t volvCo ig eilIploI nleit and deptlo.) men t p Lins,%. i It, at thIe sae.,-nt tillIte

their colleaguces were phvyicall. de%,hiiyi the jintil. \a%,I C-l cOmf itfll 11id

support Units.

13" Owtiltd of tilhe delloymlelnts people had been trained, proLcdIre'•. h1,d bee

debugged, and diverse s, VternIS had been patched together. In this s.t n-e', arid

beCause the enemy mounteil few effective o"erations. s[.5 .hould bte % icwevd ai I
valuable learning experienc'. It -alled upon to rephcatc tho.e dIe'h,. rnwlt-

todav, the ..\rmv's actio~i., and react ions (and indeed tho.,e tl ,Il tof 1. It S - I L L, c

and detense organiz at ions) would be substantially tater and su,`oitlhcr 1 he

challenlge iS tW learn and to genleralhet-to learn Ifrom 01 )S tile ini'ro\ enllltel Hin

prtotOduLre's, systeM s, dlnd practices, that .,alibe 'tl-ed cite,_ t lV. iii tit tile.,

dissimilar crises.

Procedures Should Be Improved

P ,rhaps the most important lesson from OL-tý I. that we need to rt'-t\,llll'e how
S. .. . . " " .. . .t- • , , ,.• ,4 . . . . . ......k •'i i;' ilt l,,tl'.t- '% .lk llil t't % I

inexpected and unplumned-for regiolnal crises now seemn to pose the llstlhi

probable threats to the U.S_ security.

O)S demonstrated that political sensltivities easil, call cause ilitill planning

activities to be close-held at the highest levels, forcing lower-level organization>

either to bide their time or to initiate early planning without clearly stretd

missions or objectives. Even after the tull planning and oeecution community

was allowed access to and participation m (DS planning, however, major

uncertainties continued as perceptions ot the woricl, the nt'etiiV, -t1.,i ossIb-

actions, and his possible reactions changed almost daily. FuLtire cris-es nmay differ

from ODUS. i-n manv ways, but we expect that, at least in th,,,r inmtial snges, nost

will e\hibit significant if not similar sensitivities and uncertainties.

Ac:ceptinig th1at ds tht nu0171n1, OGS experiences smuggest that pkediritures kI r

deployment plannmng should be repackaged to emphasize flecxibility and

adaptability, l\,liberate-plantng activities, should emphasize detailed plannir p

ounly withi n the context of learning how to plan, of establishing relatiosilhips with

other planing; aod execution organizationis, and ot alqtuiring tmi-aihiirity with

Ioreign region- and their customs and icrourc.es. Crisis-planning icti% litwes

should stress and facilitate concurrent lanninlg anlad tecit i011 thley hoLild

ackno vledge tha: nao:.t w.,c: ,ill re,',iie t, -- tr a i"V• ope'ratli•n plan iIOLAN)



and titit, 1,hased iorce and dp iovnien t data ( LIiFD)or. at tilt leas•, iIIIIIled'ate

q; I.11titcallt c l-•.g,,s tO C\>Iturg; but datcd plan.- and ditaba.,s.

'r i..i. aclOn c prdtsed ures .s-houd stirs C•m•u tl1itl phi ain1ing. tilt' Lus'e of ag,,regatLt'

data to cstimate lirst-round nieeds. ci a pabi lt it, 11nd pojssibihlt'i-, and the Lise of

detailed data to plan and ,•e\vecLI act uIl I1mo1 eniit'iV:-. O1)D o1t iCIal-, cot-mtm1onilv

worked with hfiree and tour levels of data; They used agg-regate (fore le'el and

unit-leve'l data In mlIuch of their planning, Ill CommllunIcatt lonw and In sitiautlOll

reporting; they uIsed Wore detailed uinit-line-numLber level) into-riation

Iw hene\ er th,- were inIv\I cd xv ith1 tIe Joiut Ot tikI , i t I o i Iiiing and LcxeIut i onl

S. v ste n alnd It. app t sions;, ,anId theIL I .Ced evenl1 more detailed inltrma t n io at

the Pniece and pi ,tnl leV I) Ill plaing and exUcuting tAe at 1a i moves. That

tsptrlenuc' iiceed to bLe icorporated In to niannah.l> Vtand train ing

ODS et•periences als, ,uggest tilth .A\rmy .hould (a) develop tmihtrable force

packages for both coimbkat and Su•pport units, 'omplIete with equ rpnienllt lists and

stow plans and &b) work with the Joint Staf iill dvl'-oping doctrine an

instittitions, for '-u ppor t k-co1niand and l-control org,,inuat ions and for support

packages for ditft'rent , isa.ses of contingeVncle.s and different types of theaters

Suppori Systems Shculd Be Rethought, Then Updated

After contingency-planning and exec.ution procedures have been reftoCused, their

computerized s,,upport equipnent and applications sh.uld` be reassessed.

Amly expel i•ees In ODS s,,uggest that the computeriLed deploymevnt-support

system.s need to be refoLcSed And updated. At the highest lcvel, planners at the

National Command Authorities,, Chairman of the loint Chiefs of Staff, the theater

Commander In Chief (CINC), and U.S I ransportation Conumnand need

automated tools for planning and gaining (in the form of what-if scenarios based

on the CNC'-, evolving OPLAN or coure of action,) as aids im decisionmlaking.

They nmu.st have immediate access, to aggregate planning tfols that call operate

with incomplete, prelhnunary iifornmation. They must have means for

colltiuallv incorporating newer and nmore complete information and pla:ning

guidance into their anralyses and evolving plans Meaningful links, must be

developed betw,vtep eleenleits of nformliation as tihey, becotime available and are,

updated; this informatiotn rmwust be minaiiLnIMed Ill a database fromi which seiected,

relteant .subs•et can lie t, ii iht d to tilt, Joint planning and exctuottioIll conmm tinit)

tJlPC).

As the planning proceeds, means iInt.. be established for lnking Lthe se vral

levels of data-forces, un:its, unit lu1ne num11ber.s ,ULN), and ;tersons /pieces-so



that ,IafI, I a;d IIII'l 1i.,; n. I t, ca, 1 L Itd.ted ct Ic;t cv. and e•ticicil,: tl 'Y

t he , d I II't i , I to '1,1 km, ilal,,tI•ý01 1,a '> and, at the same time, monnittr.d

,u-,d L 00d il ,d b, th,'i ht , lItg' it I ',] It ' i ,cornC 1man s. I how th,' '. •t,-s I ,C and da ta, ba L ', J il0

are, iintcct.at le or initeroiliiu'tctti i> al I 'pten I suc, I'lt IIt Intist not be a sliplej

bo0t toms 1 ý-npI >' ýý-,tcn v hIIIth nat I I(,I oticia I avd inid At \ c I plamitniws mutst ie AttI c

ito spc, it\ and -akll z'e bitir amJ tilnt-lcl opt',ration, wl, tliri or not LJLNl. mid

pt'lef'lli. pitiCc da~tai arc. a\ii~'.

Sin ollarl v, menans nuit bt,' devlop•,d tor linking the .-e\ eral ievc', of

cin tiniitMimcatii. >,o that p,.uillan, ,ro'i dcplo.ý 1tcnts call I' ,,ndtiit, ,d 1w tltl

op ra tIih, aný d tr!ll p, rtati, i r.ill ' naii ds and, at thc' sa•n, • ti111C, Ill(nit,,rcd and
coordinlated kw hlIhli.r-h'ri C , Ilantd•. ..Id iti.,- ',ia , htilol the .'n,•. ihlt take

to • 1.M•. Ih• ' [i ` c``lo• n `nt `ia bi'hmlt ar cld-i i`t>`-d in th• • tbody i this report.

MostIt timportant lv, how'v"cIter.. Ar ri and , I 'LC pcrso.itIcl lu1tis.t realhize that for the

titrt'srt.-Ck't" fli t rc, rr'ga rd lesý- of ncar- term or evei n liid-tc.rni unprovenllCnlt. Ill

tith' suppi ri sV- ten)10, tIhý i\ ttsc sstem will cont inlie to e\l Iibit deticiencies and

sh0ort-•all> an-t, inpt ,ictla ular, th•t there will always, be dela, s in get'tliit up to

spted ta,-t e,,t,,,lh in n1o- anlod short-war' ci ise'. Hi-ýgh-stress activites. uch,.' as

britnýgin•g s.ystems up to spcd, creating and improving databases, and workuiig

around ho•ttlone, :ks aiiL 'Act. ILc'IeCiS \% iii contitntu to chalienge crisi.,-action

procedure's. sy stems. and pcr~onnel.

Personnel Skills Should Be Refocused and Upgraded

If we accept the premise that future crises .vill usually arrive unannoui ced and

that planningý and .upport 'vsti niý will continue to C\ AoNT2 rapidly---onstantlvI
improving and ,\parlhnl caabihtic., and constaritlv challcgingir operator

skillL--theni the most critic, clement of the deployme.1nt-planninIg system wi~l

conttine ti, be it', personnel til- soldiers aild civilianswo, wheitli wvhiatVer tools

are' then ava ila ble, mu1.st qnikvand correctly plan operations, select units for

dep!o iiintri, pass~ alongý cargo0 mtorrnat ion, and suLpe~rv'ise moves tind
emplho ,•men.ts. To better traw, n rirtUtre., and rewa, d those pt'r•.iriei, the Army

should:

I.Str ci•tlien carter paiths Iet Il ,Ianlung personn.L Increase rceognition ot

superior SkitIls, 1 ,,,,liic,i, ,titls, d-I,; teriormance.

2. Increase the training alid pract ice tt tiho•se personnel inl rcalistic-plan, no--

1 ,11n, and ill kpcctCk. t'diý -t e.tu I s,,nails i¢, t Re.tirctUre deployment

ercI.,S- to IIcqutire, personneli (IList' the dep levmen t support system-s to their



xiu

maximum capabilities, including the rapid compilation of large TPFDDs, and

the rapid analvsit and integration of situational changes.

3. Create wavs to us( crisis-planning tools in day-to-day peacetime operations.

This may be difficult, but it is necessary to ensure familiarity and continuing

competence.
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CJCS Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
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COMPES C,,ntingency Operational Mobility Planning and Execution

System

CONPLAN Operational plan in concept form

CONUS Continental (contiguous) United Sta' -s

COSCOM Corps Support Command

CPE Conv'entional P'lanning and Execution
CRAF Civil Reserve Air Fleet

CRD CINC's required date

CS Combat support

CSS CGimbat service support
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D-Day Day on which a particular operation (a land assault, air

strike, naval bombardment, etc.) begins

DART DEhnamic Analytical Replanning Tool

DBMS Database Management System

DCA Defense Communications Agency (now DISA)

DCSLOG Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics

DCSOP Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations

DDN Defense Data Network

DEMSTAT Deployment, Employment, and Mobilization Status System

DEST Destination

DL. Defense Intelligence Agency

DISA Defense irnformation Systems Agercv (formerly DCA)

DLA Defense Logistics Agency

DME Data Management Environment

DoD Department of Defense

DSSO Defense Systems Support Organization (formerly JDSSC)

EAD Earliest arrival date

EUR Europe

FDBM Functional database manager

FLOGEN Flow Generator System

FM Force moduies

FMS Force Module Subsystem

FORMDEPS Forces Command Mobilization and Deployment Plarming

System

FORSCOM Forces Command (U.S.)

FrF Force Package File

FREF Force Record Extract File

FRG Force Requirements Generator

FRN Force requirement number

FMS File Transfer System

GAO General Accounting Office

GDSS Global Decision Support System
IDS/lI Integrated data store/lI network model DI;MS

IG Inspector General

ILOC Intermediate locations

IMP Interface Message Processor

IOC Initial Operating Capability

ITO Installation Transportation Office/Officer

JCS Joint Chiefs of Staff

JDA Joint Deployment Agency
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JDC Joint Deployment Community

JDS Joint Deployment System

JDSIP JDS Interface Processor

JDSSC Joint Data Systems Support Center (now DSSO)

JMAS Joint Mission Application Software

JOGS Joint Operations Graphics System

JOPES Joint Operation Planning and Execution System
JOPS Joint Operation Planning System

JPEC Joint planning and execution commurd-i

JPG JOPES Project Group

JS Joint Staff
JSCP Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan

JSE JOPES support element

JSTPS Joint Strategic Target Planning Staff

LAD Latest arrival date at port of embarkation

LCE Logistics Capability Estimator

LOGMARS Logistics Marking and Reading Symbols

LOGSAFE Logistics Sustainability Analysis Feasibility Estimator
1AIRS Military Airlift Infom-Lation Reportiii Syste:m

MAPS Mobility, Analysis, and Planning System
MARAD Maritime Administration

MARCENT Marine Component, Central Command

MCRR Movement Control and Readiness Reporting
MEDEVAC Medical Evacuation System

MEF Major Equipment File

MPM Medical Planning Module
MRG Movement Reauirements Generator

MSC Military Sealift Command
MSPS Mobilization Station Planning System
MTMC Military Traffic Management Command

MTONS Measurement tons

MVF Medical Working File
NAT Not air transportable
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NEO Noncombatant evacuation operations
NMCC National Military Command Center

NMCS National Military Command System
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1. Introduction

Deployment is a complex activity. Deployment planning involves identifying
the threat; determining which types of U.S. units can best counter and conquer it;

iientifying specific units of those types that are combat ready, equipped, and
available to move in accordau ce with the theater commander in chief's (C[NC's)

schedule; identifying and scheduling military and civilian aircraft and ships to
move those units into the theater; providing for the reception and onward

movement of those units; and sustaining them once they are there. All these
tasks were accomplished in Operation Desert Shield (ODS).

The deployment tasks may appear simple, but they require many detailed and

interdependent activities inx diving many organizations and agencies (see Figure
1). The major tasks that mrust be accomplished in reasonable order for any

successful deployment include

1. When and as directed by the National Coruand Authories (NCA), the

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) tasks the theater ClNC (for ODS
this was USCINCCENT, the Commander in Chief of the U.S. Central

Command) to develop the war plan. CJCS allocateb forces and transport for

that plan.

2. The CLNC, in consultation with his component commanders, draws up his

plan and decides on the types of forces he needs, roughly in what sequence

or time-phasint he needs them, and then allocates his transport accordingly.

3. The Services' sourcing agencies (Forces Command [FORSCOM] for the
Army), working with the CINC's requirements and the CJCS's allocations,

then designates the particular units that will deploy.

4. The CINC's initial call is primarily for combat units. After those have been
specified, the sourcing agencies, the Service3, and the CINC jointly determine

the support uruts and structure and the non-unit personnel, supplies, and

equipment that will be needed.

5. The sourcing agencies identify specific support elements and coordinate

ready-to-move dates for both combat and support tunits with the CINC and
with the U.S. Transportation Command (USTIlRANSCOM).
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6. Deploying uhets, with guidance from the CINC and the sourcing agency (and
perhaps USTRANSCOM), estimate the number of personnel and the items of
equipment (by number, atpe, weight, and size) the e wish to move. The
CLNC continues to coordinate the detailed plan among the Serpices. He
reserves the final authority over all latest arrival dates (LADs).

7. The installation transportation officers supporting the deploying units (in the
Continental United State-, or CON'US) arrange the initial overland moves by
road or rail. The Transportation Component Commands (TCCs) arrange for
air and sea transport a•nd for port activities.

8. '1he CINC coordinates in-theater reception of the deploying units and their

movement to forward destinations.

This might all work efficiently and effectively if the plans were perfect (or nearly
so) and af nothinag that affected an), of the plans ever changed. In real
deployments, however, many thi~ngs usually occur simultaneously, and changes
constantly disnipt aspects of the plan. The planning, the corrt:ctions, the
replann~ing, and the updates require reliable, secure, and often rtear-contunuous
comnunwucations among the participants.
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Deployment planning requires high-level decisions concerning whether force

should be employed, how much and which kinds of force to deploy, whether to

call up the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) and/or the ships in the Ready Reserve

Fleet (RRF), etc. It also t.see Figure 2) requires lower-level decisions and

information flows identifying which troops and which cargoes will be loaded

onto which ships and aircraft. The planning procedures and systems that defnlt'

and facilitate those decisions and data flows are the subject of this report. We

document and examine Arny experiences with those procedures and systems

during Operation Desert Shield and identify improvements and supplemental

capabilities that may better serve future deployments.

Purpose and Approach

Operation Desert Shield provided the first large-scale test of modern deployment

planning and monitoring procedures and their automated support equipment.

Some procedures had proven useful in smaller operations and in operations that

,were not time sensitive, but ODS was different. OL.S ;-,as a short-warnmig crisi-

requiring immediate deployments that evolved into the largest deployment of

troops and equipment since World War I1.

National e
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Figure 2-Planning Requires Multiple, Concurrent D~ata Flows
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Throughout ODS the deployment planning commurutv criticized the procedures

and, especially, the support equipment. The recurring theme was that JOPES, the

Joint Operation Planning and Execution System, and the other deployment-

related systems were of little use, especially during the early stages of the

deployment.

This report identifies and discusses many real problems with JOPES, but it also

argues that much of the criticism early in ODS was due to the unfamiliarity of the

planning and deployment communities with the environment in which thev

suddenly found themselves. The uncertainties were greater in number and more

substantive than expected. Because personnel had little realistic training in

dvnamic, no-plan operations, many of the initial efforts of the ianr.!aing ano

execution community appeared confused and ineffective.

This report documents the Army's experiences with deployment planning and

with deployment-planning systems during ODS. It describes the planning

environment and expectations before ODS and then documents how ODS

experiences differed from those expectations. It offers suggestions as to how

planning person wie, procedures, and systems might have been used better

during ODS and should now be improved for future deployments.

Outline of This Report

This report is divided into six sections. Sections 2 and 3 provide background by

sumnarizing Army and Joint planning procedures and systems as they were

perceived at the beginning of ODS. These sections set the stage for what follows.

Section 4 documents Army experiences with those procedtires, systems, and

support during the ODS deployments. In particular, it documents how the

planning and execution environment for this opcration differed from the

practices and exercises that had gone before. Section 5 discusses and presents

examples of the types of shortcomings that suifaced with respect to the

computerized support systems during the deployment. Section b summarizes

the experiences documented in the report and presents suggestions for

structuring near-term improvements to the current procedures and systems and

further research into the more basic, longer-term issues associated with

deploying the A-my of the future.

Several appendixes provide background reformation on the support systems.

Appendix A contains detailed information on the Joint automated information

svstems assisting deployment and operations planning. Appendix B dcscribe.s

the major Army support sys ems and how they interact with the Joint systems.



2. Deployment Planning Prior to ODS

Deployment is a joint activity. Army and Marine units deploy on Air Force or

commercial aircraft and on Navy or commercial ships, as directed by the

commander in chief of a theater unified command and coordinated by the ChNC

of the U.S. I ransportation Command.I This section discusses the joint planning

process and the procedures for deliberate and crisis-action planning that .vere

current at the time of ODS.

Military operations consist of a number of distinctly different activities, each of
which must be planned, coordinated, and executed. Major activities include

mobilization, deployment, employment, sustainment, and redeployment.

Mobilization involves the selection, activation, equipping, and movement of

reserve forces. Deployment involves the strategic movement of forces and

support from their home bases to the location of the conflict. Employment

involves the theater use of combat forces; sustairment involves the resupply of

the theater forces. Redeployment involves the subsequent movement of

deployed units back to their home bases or on to new locations.

Participants in the operation-planning process include the National Command

Authorities (NCA), their advisers, supporting executive-level agencies, and A

group collectively called the Joint Plannig and Execution Community (PEC).

The jPEC consists of the commands and agencies involved in the training,

preparation, movement, reception, employment, support, and sustainment of

forces in a theater of operations. This includes the Joint Staff, the unified and
specified commands, the Services, government agencies such as the Defense

Commurications Agency (DCA), the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), and the

Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), non-Department of Defense (DoD)

deparunents and agencies, xard at times allied commands and agencies.

Joint publications detail two distinct types of contingency planning-peace-time

or dcliberate plannin.g and time-sensiti'e or crisis-action planning-and state that the

significant factor determining which type of planning to employ is the time

1 The joint operatwinal planning pr(oess is defined mi otnt Pub. 2 as "a coordinate Joint staff
procedure used by a commander to determine th? best method ot accomplishmig assigned tasks and
to direct the action necessary to accomplish his mission." See The Jotnt Ciuefs of Staff, Unfied Actwn
Armed Foces tULNAAF), JCS Pub. 2, Washington. D.C.. December 19m. pp 3-41



available for planning LDeliberate planning iy picallv takes Irorn 1S to 2 mnonths,

and should be used when time permits, the participation of numerous

commanders and staff from the JI'EC. Deliberate-planning activities produce a

concept plan (CONPLAN) or operation plan (OI'LAN), along with supporting

plans° documents, and databases.' Crisis-action plaining, on t ie other hand, is,

used when the time avaidable for planning is short and armed forces maav need to

be deployed and/or employed quickly. 4

There is another. even more .,igificant, difference btween them, however:

Crisis-action procedures, unlike deliberate-planning procedureý, involv e both

planning and execution. They, result in an operation order (OPOIZD, a

deploynient database linked to the military command and control structure, and

the depiovtment and emnploymenit of mthtarv forces.>. Thus, txet in a crisi with

signitficant advance warning when some or all of the deliberate-planivng

actl\ ities nmight be used, the .esulting plans, documentation, and data mu.st be

transferred into the crisLs-action system before execution iýs possible.

Figure 3 s-howws the relationships between delihberate planning and crisis-actioin

planning We will soon discuss the ditterence.. between the two activities, but it
is useful first to noto the si, iliri ti n reL-A .. ,.- -. A-, -in be

seen in the figure, the j'ia1i1;•,- pracedures ate much the same for tht' two

activities, at least for the first tour steps:

1. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. acting for the Nationai Command

Authorities, tasks a unified commander to develop a ;var plan. PIC CJCS

allocates forces and transport for that plan. Thw taked commap.der becomes

the 'supported" CINC; all other unified and specified -omnmanders become.,
"supporting" CINCs. The services are also designated to supptort the

operation.

-much of thr. eiornntiion .:oncerni, Oie joint planning, ,,,stem. and their automated
lnt'mr ation system .,lsu p, nrr is taken Irom AF';C P tib 1. "'Thi ,,:r! S.a•W C&I,-rri42J. 199. ,' i
particular, Stvlons b, !,r( utgh 8 (m dehberite planning. CriSIt-actioni plao jiiig .,nid hitro i'N !tl- n

1ith, proceddure'- t'l delih-ir-tin pla:;nirig at, de'-.l ntltd in nloin! (,psratii'n Planning 'IN steP, 'J( tI
"volumes I and II 1Those' ,lume, aso gie the 'm i':stratlv. requirement, tor ptrl"'ihi;,.g the ,'ian.
it, annes.• append I,,s.>, et JOI .\t.ume Il UnmlduCe'-, the a% alfable iutomatk datn proe, isig
IADF) support.

4
Each t-.ic ol planning ha'• iuntil t-.cr.l' beevnl ,uryprted kv i: ojn, , .,. In T. "pera'wn

Plannmig Ss•Nern was the sN slim us'd f : deikihrat, plann -it'and the 1cmi Ihcphcrment sN 1t-n - I tS
w',a th. -''sl rm uj.ed tor on- -dction. plar.'ring annd d [iIc''vn teit Cirrentlv. a rit- s 1 )r' , tt'I i nt
(peration Planiring and E.,\ution ,vtc Iln I.-i tN-'tInriii)ng t,, irtegrait ji"_- a1:d I[)> aii"

deplevmenl r' : -' i ,id iit on i -, l ar, du' c. s',i- 'd in itne n ext il'ii

Inswit-i| i' , • o,• . planning ar' dscr-ibed ii m lim b "-0-.4. (',nt ch':r.:ti,,,' !:.oi'a,:m4
_i,,st ,. '-'ot , k • ,s Action Prccedures.
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2. The supported C1NC rcviews the enemy situation and begins to collect

necessarv intelligence.

3 He develops his plan or course of action.

4. The plan is reviewed and the appropriate course of action selected.

At that poit, however, the procedures diverge. Deliberate plamning produce.-

the plan, including the supported CINC's operation plan, supporting plans from

all the suprort~ng CINCs and -Service orgaliLations., and tde time-phased force

and deployment database (T'IbDD). The TPFD)D then bect,rnes the basis of the

deptlutnent database. Continuing activities, include the maintenance (tyd atmng,

of those plans and databtses.

Cri.,i,-action planning differs because its results also Include troop deploymen•,ts

anod perhaps (.e1plokym'velnts, so its fitth stage involves, detailed execution

plattlung A linal stage can include the movement, stating, and mauCuver Of

torces'

A:s the figure suggests, crisis-action planning is helped significantly if there i, aI

conmpleted P1 .LAN that can be adopted or adapted during clure-Mi,-,icttion
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development and an existing, even if embryonic, deployment database. If those

do not exist for a particular exigency, then even an outline or concept plan can

help. If neither exists, it is called a "no-plan" situation and crisis-action planners

must create both the plan and the database. Operation Desert Shield reflected an

intermediate case, where there was no OPLAN or database from the deliberate-

Flanning process that could be directly and imnmediatelv used, but a partial plan

existed from which initial information could quickly be abstracted. The

challenge was to fill out and execute that plan quickly.

Operation Desert Shield covered the initial planning for and execution of the

mobilization and deployment of U.S. forces from the United States and Europe,

and the defensive employment of those forces in Saudi Arabia. In this report we

focus on the deployment activities, but obviously we can discuss and consider

those only within the overall context. The United States deployed forces only

because it felt the need to employ them. Many units needed to be mobilized

before they could be deployed or employed. AHl deployed troops and equipment

needed to be resupplied. Planning procedures necessarily cover the full

operation, although, as we will see, they and especially their computerized

support currently focus on deployment.

Deliberate Planning

To put ODS in perspective, it is necessary to understand both deliberate planring

and crisis-action planning. Deliberate planning logically comes first. The five

phases of the deliberate-planning process begin when a theater commander

receives a task assignmont and end when an OPLAN with supporting plans and

TPFDD have been approved by the supported CINC.

An OPLAN is a description of the CINC's concept of operations and ide-tifies

the forces and supplies required to execute the plan. It includes a movement

schedule of those resourcLus into the theater. Developing an OPLAN requires

much time and effort and is appropriate only in selected situations: when a

hostile situation is critical to Ul 4. national security; as a deterrent to an enemy in

showing U.S. readiness through planning; or when the operation is expected to

tax total U.S. capability in forces, supplies, or transportation. In less serious

situations, the plarming process is followed only through the development of the

concept. and results in the abbreviated operation plan called the CONPLAN',

ý'Ihvrv ar, basic dilferences between the 011,,N and COIN'-.AN. The (T'L.AN iullv dvvelips
the CINC_• concept uo operations.. 111v doKumuntatrin inicludes annexes ihat describe the concept and
explain the theater-wide support required in the subordiiate tommander's erpli,vrmn,.t plan The

PI'LAN cuncentrates on deplo:ment o, resour(es and contains a 1 P'FDD Thi C'()NI'LAN is less
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Phase I-Initiation

In Phase I, the CJCS forwards the planning task to the combatant commander

(the supported CI1NC), directs him to produce either an OPLAN or a CONPLAN,

and apportions major forces and strategic transportation assets for his planning.

Phase II-Concept Development

Do ring this phase, the supported C-NC derives the mission from the assigned

tabk. He issues planning guidance to his staff and they begin to collect and

analyze information concerning the enemy. As quickly as possible, the staff

proposes and analyzes alternative courses of action (COAs), the CINC -- (ects the

best COA, and the staff develops and documents a concept of operatio;-... By the

authority of the CJCS, the Joint Staff reviews the concept and recommernds

approval or disapproval. The COA is a statement of how the commander

expects to conduct the operation in terms of deployment, employment, and

support of the apportioned forces. It identifies major objectives and target dates

for their attainment. If the task assignment is to produce a CONPLAN, then at

the end of Phase II the concept is documented in the CONPLAN, receives final

revie.x and approval, and the planning process is terminated. If the task

assignment is to produce an OPLAN, planning continues into the next phase.

Phase III-Plan Development

In this phase, the supported CINC's concept of operations is expanded into a

complete OPLAN. During the initial steps of this phase, the subordinate

commanders in unified combatant commands (these are the Service Component

Commanders or SCCs) begin developing the total package of forces required for

the operation. They start by selecting the major combat forces from those

apportioned in the original task-assigning document. Working closely with the

staffs of their respective Service headquarters, other supporting commanders,

and DoD agencies, the SCCs identify required support forces and sustainment.

The supported CINC consolidates each component's forces and supplies, and

details the phasing of those movements into the theater of operations. Required

intratheater transportation movements are identified and assigned to
apportioned intertheater transportation, to CINC-controlled theater

detailed in documented presentation of the CINC's plan. Computer support is not generally required
for the CONPLAN since detailed support requirements need nut be calculated and strategic
movements are not simulated. The CONPLAN does not generally include the detail found in
OPLAN annexes, but mav lave selected annexes and a TPFDD if the CINC so directs.
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tl-nsportation, or to transportaton organic to the subordinate commands.

Intertheater movements are simulated with a computer model until the CINC is

reasonably confident that they are feasible using only CJCS-apportioned

transportation assets. During the later steps of this phase, the Services replace

hypothetical (notional) combat and support units in the plan with references to

actual units. In a final step, USTRANSCOM and its component commands (Air

Mobihtv Command or AMC, Military Sealift Command or MSC, or Military

Traffic Management Command or MTMC) use more sophisticated computer

models to again simulate the intertheater (and sometimes the intratheater)

movements to ensure that the TPFDD is transportationally feasible. At the end of

this process, USTRANSCOM copies the TPFDD into a deployment database.'

Phase IV-Plan Review

The CJCS, his staff, and acivisers review aLl elements of the plan for adequacy

and feasibilit'.

Phase V-Supporting Plans

Each subordinate and supporting commander who has been assigned a task in

the supported CINC's plan now prepares a supporting plan and submits it to

him for review and approval. When all supporting plans are complete, the

CINC's plan is ready for implementation.

A continuing task is then to keep the plan up-to-date and ready for

implement,,: on. The supported CINC specifies how often maintenance and

updating are required. Changes in sourcing, unit equipment, location, or state e.

unit readiness all affect the plan, since they may change the amount of mateiAel

to be deployed or the port of embarkat.on where it will be loaded. All members

of the JPEC share in responsibility for keeping the deployment database current.

Crisis-Action Planning

Crisis-action planning procedures are designed to be used by the JPEC to plan,

deploy, and employ U.S. militat. forces in time-sensitive situations such as in

Operation Desert Shield. As shown in Figure 4, the crisis-action planning system

7As we shall wte, in the ,,ext section. !his is the point at which the force dep.loyment database -s
tran•herred from the J)'S format used by dilhberate-planning AIS into the JDS lerrnat and system
used b% US FRA N-_(_)M1 and the TCCs
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is divided into six separate phases, each with a definite start, and finish, and with

actions to be performed by key members of the JPEC communitv.

Phase I-Situation Development

Organizations of the U.S. government routinely monitor world events for

possible security implications. When such an event is identified it is reported to

the National Military Command Center (NMCC) and, if the NCA deem it

appropriate, Crisis-Action Procedures (CAP) are initiated.

In this first phase, the focus is on the theater CINC who will be responsible for all

U.S. nilitanr action. His staff reviews OPLANs and CONPLANs for relevance.

A secure, crisis-specific teleconference (electronic mail .vstem) is established to

allow rapid exchange of information. When completed the CINC's assessment is

submitted to the CJCS and the NCA.

Phase Il-Crisis Assessment

This phase emphasizes information gathering and the review of available options

by the NCA. They and the CJCS analyze the situation to determine whether a

military option should be prepared to deal with the evolving problem.

The NCA identify the national interests at stake; the national objectives related to

those interests; and possible diplomatic, political, economic, and military option-

to achieve the objectives. They may decide that a crisis exists and that military

COAs should be developed by the CINC. The CJCS assesses the situation from

the military point of view and may recommend to the NCA that orders be

published to prepare to deploy forces. This phase ends when the NCA decide

whether or not to have military options considered.

Phase III-Course of Action Development

Following the decision of the NCA to develop possible military solutions to the

crisis, the CJCS publishes a Warning Order giving initial guidance to the jPEC

and requesting the supported CINC to recommend a COA to meet the situation.

(In a fast-breaking crisis this can simply be a telephone conference with a follow-

on for-the-record message to the JPEC.)

The supported CINC develops COAs with the help of subordinate and

supporting commanders. When available, existing CONPLANs and OPLANs

are consulted and existing deployment databases are used to develop force lists
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and support packages. The Services monitor the deployment pianning and

assess the readiness of their forces. As time permits, USTRANSCOM reviews the

proposed COAs for transportability and prepares feasibility estimates. This

phase concludes when the supported CINC releases his "Commander's

Estimate."

Phase IV-Course of Action Selection

In this phase, the CJCS and the JS review and analyze the Commander's Estimate

and present the COAs in order of priority to the NCA for decision. The

supported CINC and the JPEC continue deployment and employment planning.

Aftez the CJCS and his staff evaluate the COAs, the NCA select one and direct

that execution planning should begin. The CJCS, under the authority of the

Secretary of Defense, issues an Alert Oider to the CINC. He may also issue a

Deployment Preparation Orde. -r Deployment Order.

Phase V-Execution Planning

The supported CINC now transforms the NCA-selected COA into an operational

order (OPORD). This phase encompasses three major tasks:

"* Execution planning---developing the OPORD by modifying an existing

OPLAN, expanding an existing CONPLAN, or building it from scratch when

no plan exists.

"* Force preparation--selecting the actual units to participate in the planned

operation and readying them for deployment.

"* Deployability posture reporting-issuing situation reports (SrrREPs)

documenting the early attainment of, or deviations from, specified

deployability postures.

Emphasis during this phase rests with the supportcd CINC and his subordinate

and supporting commanders. However, other JPEC members are contributing

also: The CJCS monitors the development of the CINC's OPORD and resolves

shortfalls; CINC USTRANSCOM coordinates the changes to the forces and the

strategic lift resulting from those shortfalls; the TCC, create the schedules for air

and sea with concentration on the initial increment of movements, seven days by

air arid 30 days by sealift.
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This phase ends when the NCA decide to execute the OPORD, to place it on

hold, or to seek resolution by other means.

Phase VH-Execution

Execution begins with the NCA decision to choose the military option and

execute the OPORD. The Secretary of Defense then authorizes the CJCS to issue

an Execute Order directing the CINC to carry out the OPORD. In a fast-

developing crisis, the Execute Order could be the first communication of record

generated by the CJCS and might even be preceded by a voice announcement.

The Execute Order defines C-day (the day on which the first movements will

begin) and the resource allocation and directs execi tion of the OI'ORD. The

CJCS monitors deployment and employment of forces, directs the resolution of

conflicts, and assesses the achievement of objectives. The supported CINC

carries out tde Execute Order, transmitting his own guidance to subordinates and

supporting commanders. Those commanders execute their CINC-directed

OPORDs, revalidate the sourcing and scheduling of units, report movements of

organic lift, and report deployment movements. Execution continues until the

opeiation is complete or canceled.

Summary

This was the status of deployment-planning procedures at the start of O1)5. For

major contingencies the deliberate-planning process was expected to slowly and

laboriously produce detailed OPLANs and TPF`DDs. In crisis-action situations,

officials were expected either to pull a relevant OPLAN and TPFDD from the

shelf and update them for use o; to quickly and efficiently work through a

Deliberate
Peacetime planning IOLN

TPFDD OPORD.

Warime .Crisis-action plans. Deployment &
or crisisInput planning & employment

database
Planning Execution

Figure 5-Planning and Practice Have Been Linear
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compressed version of the deliberate-plauming process, but in days, not months.

In either case, planning would be complete and a detailed (and stable)

description of the content and sequence of the deployment would be generated

before anyone began to execute the deployment. Figure 5 i~lustrates this process.

1ractice and exercises went by that book. Deliberate-planning activities were

long and involved. Crisis-action activities, when they occurred, were short,

intense, and involved only a few elements of the rapid-deployment forces.

Deployment planning began with and centered on a stable TPFDD. Deployment

exercises utilized that stable TPFDD, seldom acknowledging uncertainties that

could cause changes in, for example, the CINC's priorities, the amount of

equipment that units brought to their ports of embarkation (POEs), changes in

the availability of transport ships and planes.. or similar items.
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3. Computerized Support

Computerized support for deployment planning consists of hardware and

software designed for and sometimes by the joint community and the Services.

Joint systems center on the Worldwide Military Command and Control System

(WWMCCS) and its major set of software-the Joint Operatiorn Planning and

Execution System (JOPES). JOPES runs on WWMCCS hardware at 30-some sites

throughout the world; sites are interconnected through the WWMCCS

Intercomputer Network (WIN). The WWMCCS' primary mission is to support

the NCA; secondarily it supports the Services and other DoD agencies.

Army planning is supported by the Army WWMCCS System (AWLS) program

which provides interfaces between JOPES and Army-specific systems at eight

Army WWMCCS sites. This includes several service-specific systems hosted at
the Forces Command Headquarters WW'MCCS site specifically supporting

deployments. The AWIS program has two missions: supporting the Arm.'y's use
of, and contribution to, the joint systems, and supporting the Army's unique
strategic command and control mission.

These are all evolving systems in which older technology and capabilities are
continually being replaced and updated. The systemrs and some of their

interactions during the ODS period are briefly described in the following section.
Readers desiring more information should consult the appendixes and the

government documents referenced therein.

WWMCCS

Computers have aided militar, planning and command and control for many

years, and for just as long they' have created problems and confusion. As early as
the 1960s, it had become apparent that different types of computers, incompatible
software programs, and inconsistent planning procedures and documentation

were making it difficult for commands and commanders to communicate
effectively. Work soon began on an integrated planning system to address those

problems, and by 1973 some 35 WWMCCS sites had been set up and furnished
with Honeywell 6000 computers. In the early 1980s, Honeywell upgraded the
computers and the operating system. This equipment remains the "standard"

ADP support for joint operations planning and execution. Since the late 1980s, it
has been supplemented by IBM-compatible personal computers used as
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terminals and low-level workstations. Current modernization efforts seek to

provide more powerful workstations and lessen dependence on the aging

mainframes.

The WWMCCS Intercomputer Network Links users around the world. Using

WIN, planners can comununicate with other users, review and update data from

other WWMCCS locations, and transfer data between computers. Land line and

sateUite coranections permit real-time top secret communications. With proper

permissions, users can log onto remote host WWMCCS computers much the

same as they log onto their local computer. WIN teleconferencing allows many

WVrWMCCS sites to confer and exchange textual information simultaneously.

JOPS, JDS, and JOPES

The Joint Operation Planning and Execution System provides the automated

support for major deployment-planning activities. JOPES at this stage of its

development, however, is essentially a patched-together version of two rather

dated systems: the Joint Operation Planning System and the Joint Deployment

System. In order to understand JOPES-its problems and limitations as well as

its potential-it is necessary to unnderstaLnd JOPS and JDS.

lops

JOPS is an ordered and comprehensive set of procedures for translating an

assigned task into a plan of operations. "It is a WWMCCS standard computer-

based system used in the deliberate-planning process by members of the JPEC to

develop, analyze, refine, review, and maintain an OPLAN and to prepare

supporting plans. Standard files, formats, and application programs provide

support for force planning, determination of nonunit-related cargo and personnel

movement requirements, transportation feasibility estimation, logistic factors,

civil engineering support, and medical planning."1

The main purpose of JOPS is to assist in the plan development phase (Phase Ill)

of deliberate planning. Service planners build the force list, calculate the flow of
nonunit cargo and personnel, and complete specialized planning, such as civil

engineering and medical support. They produce the initial version of the

TPFDD. The CINC's planners then use JOPS to test the gross transportation

feasibility o' the TPFDD and to revise the database after the deliberate planning

IJOS Volume ILl, SM-524-85, p. 1-2.
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refinement conferences. 2 JOPS provides automated aid to strategic deployment

planning and hLmited sustainment planning, but provides no aid to mobility or

employment planning.

Here we will sunamarize the several steps of the plan-development phase that are

important in understanding the Army experiences reported in the following

sections. The entire phase is discussed at greater length in Appendix A.

Force Planning. In force planning the Service component commanders identify

the forces needed to accomplish the C-NC's concept of operahons and indicate

how thev should be phased into the theater. Each commander develops his own

notional force list composed of combat, combat support (CS), and combat service

support (CSS) forces, using Service planning documents. 3 The collection of the

components' force lists is merged by the CINC's staff and, when he approves,

becomes the CINC's consolidated force list. The database becomes the OPL,\N

TPFDD.

Support Planning. In support planning, the Service commanders identify the

quantities of supplies, equipment, and replacement personnel as well as civil

engineering, medical, and fuel-related materials required to sustain the forces

identified in force planning. Primary concern at this time is with the amount of

strategic lift that will be needed to move the support requirements.

The calculations are generally made by the SCCs, who refer to Service plarning

guidelines and Service doctrine, but it is also possible for the supported CINC to

perform the calculations using component-supplied force lists and Service

planning factors.

Transportation Planning. After all the nominal force and non-unit record entries

are entered into the TPFDD, the Services "source" the unit records; that is, they

2lOPS allows for four levels of data. Level 1, aggregated cargo detail, expresses the total number
cf passengers (PAX) and total short tons (STONs) and/or total measurement tons (MTONs). This
level facilitates gross movement estimates and overall order-of-magnitude judgments.

Level 2, summary cargo detail, expresses the number of PAX and STONS/MTONS ot bulk,
oversized, outsized, and non-air transportable cargo. This supports aircraft scheduling and allows
determination of aircraft types required.

Level 3, detail by category of cargo, expresses square feet and STCNSs/MTONs of cargo
identified within a designated three position code (Cargo Category Code) wh!ch delineates general
cargo charactenstics, e.g., wheel vehicles, track vehicles, container compatibility, unit equipment, etc
This level supports aircraft scheduling when summary data are not present and allows more detaii
for planing transportation lilt asset requirements.

Level 4. detail by type equipment, expresses quantitv of type equipment to include length,
width, height, pieces, square feet, and STONs/MTONs, e g. Line Item Number, Truck Cargo 2 1,'2
TIon • pieces. 265' x 95 x 81,175 sq. ft., 8. SIONs. 29 5 .1ONs This level is used by the Supported
Commar,der to tailor units to mission reioirements.

3 F:or example, the Army uses the four volume Army Mobilization Operations Planring Systems

(AMOP)S docarnent
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replace the force-type records with records tied to actual units with actual

cargoes. 4 Thien the initial transportation planning is done by the supported

CINC. His planners simulate the intertheater movement of the troops and

cargoes now, on the force list using the Transportation Feasibility Estimator

(TFE), a JOPS application. The goal is to tailor the sequenced force list so that aUl

units can arrive ac, ording to the CINC's desired time lines, using only the

intertheater transport capability that was allocated to this plan by the CJCS. This

is typically difficult because transport is almost alwavs limited. Transportation

planning is an iterative process: When TFE indicates that the currently

sequenced forces and non-unit supplies cannot be moved in time, planners

identify the problems, evaluate the impact on the overall plan, incorporate

solutions, and then run the simulation again.

Shortfall Identification. This step focuses on identifying and resolving

transportation shortfalls highlighted by the TFE deployment simulation. The

TFE identifies the late arrival shortfalls and the reasons for them, such as

shortage of lift resources, overloaded mobdity support facihties, excessive

requirements for intratheater lift, etc. Planners identify unresolved shortfalls for

corrective actions by higher-level decisionmakers or those that must be resolved

with other commanders by compromise or mutual agreement. The CTNC alone

approves changes that affect the concept of operations or the concept of support.

Transportation Feasibility Analysis. More formal analysis of transportation

requirements and capabilities occurs in this step. USTRA.NSCOM and its

transportation component commands use their more sophisticated mobilit'

simulation models to estimate when pickups and arrivals will occur, how many

ships and planes will be nebded, the congestion to be expected at pc lit., ,,.

Problem,.s with cargoes are referred back to the CINC for resolution, often at a

transportation refinement conference. If all problems can be resolved, the output

of this step is termed a "transportationally feasible" TPFDD.

To sumunarize, JOPS primarily assists in the plan development phase (Phase 11I)
o' deliberate planning. Service planners build the force list, calculate the flow of

nonurut cargo and personnel, complete specialized planning, and assict the CINC

in constructing the TPFDD. A completed deliberate-planning process outputs an

OPLAN, a series of supporting plans, and a transportationally feasible TPFDD

4
Betore trasportation p!annin begins, the component planner, will attempt to designate as

many actual unit, a. thev (an to replace the tyvpe units in the force list. This improves the accuracv of
the transpriata,'n rc-iuirtnment, implied bv ;he lorce list. In the Arm ', sourcing begins with the force
selection by FOESCIM.(
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that can be converted into JDS format and used in deployment scheduling and

execution

IDS

As a further step in improving depk,yment capabilities, the Office of the JoinW

Chiefs of Staff in 1979 created the Joint Deployntent Agency and directed

development of an automated system to support deployment planning and

execution.5 The result was the Joint Dctloymcnt System for cnsis-action

plannijg and execution.

JDS Ls a system of people, procedures, communications capabilities, and ADI'

equipment; it is part of WWMCCS and interfaces with other command and

control systems. JDS is built on a distributed database architecture with network

control at Scott Air Force Base, Illinois. The JDS database is the primary

repository of deployment-related information and can contain:

"* Narrative information on plan concept, scope and status;

"* TPFDDs that are either available from an existing plan, built line-by-line with

force and cargo records, built with force modules, or crcatc4I- by a

combination of these methods; and

" Notional cargo data that may be refined and updated; actual urut dat3 that

are sourced; and individual entries of cargo increments, personnel

increments, and unit-related data that may be updated and refined to

improve visibility as the situation changes.

The JDS is designed to allow the. time-phased force and deployment data output

from the planning process to be consolidated, combined with infornmation from

other transport- related databases, and viewed from vanous angles, facilitating

the validation, scheduling, and tracking of passengers and cargoes. In particular,

it allows the TCCs to match movement requirements against their own dynamic

data concerning ship, aircraft, and crew availabilities and routings. It allows U1 it

and torce commanders to view movement-requirements records and validate

(promise) that their movement packages will show up at the assigned POEs on

the assigned dates with (only) the indicated amounts of cargo. It allows unit and

force commanders, as well as the JCS and the NCA, to follow the departures,

movements, and arrivals of the troops, equipment, and supplies.

5
icmnti D'ploynient Agencv (jDA) activities were Mcir'porated into USTRANS'COM when that

organiz•aio:i; was e',tabijshi.d.
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TIhe Jl•S is rather rigid, however, and changes and real-world events cause

problems, especially during execution. As we will see in Sections 4 ,rd 5, for

example, when a unit is not ready to deploy on the planned date, when an

aircraft or ship breaks down arid another mu't be substituted, or when only part

of a pianned load is actually shipped, the database cannot be adjusted. The only

way to record the actual event is to go back and change the planned event to

represent the actual occurrence. Tnat is, except for certain ev,enth like time of

departure and time of arrival, the database cannot show discrepancies between

planned events, and actuals. Thus,, its utility for tracking units, preparing to meet

aircraft, preparing to receive arriving uruts, and other real-time actions is not all

that might be desired.

JOPES

Some of the contrasts between JOPS and .DS, as well as some of the similarities,

should now be apparent. JOPS contains applications, databases, and procedures

to support deliberate planning. It primarily aids the supported CINC-the

combatant commander-and his Sneice subordinate commanders. Emphasis is
on planning torce employment and defining the desired flow of forces into the

theater. Prim ary outputs are the OPLAN, a series of supporting plans, and a

TPFDD.

JDS, on the other hand, tocuses on deployment, primarily supporting
USTRANSCOM and the TCCs. It accepts a JOPS-created TPFDD ds input,

matches it against similarly detailed infornmation on aircraft and ship
availabilities and capabilities, and assists planners in producing a complete

movement schedule with cargoes matched up with vel-ucles on particular days

and routes. Both JDS and JOPS are detailed, bottoms-up systems, and both can

use either notional or actual ,:argo information.

Both systems were designed to aid planners in the enormously complex task of

developing force and deployment plans. However, JOPS and JDS were

developed independently and have incompatible file structures; data sharing

between them has always been difficilt and laborious.'+ A new system to

integrate deploymenit plannuig and deployment execution was needed. Since

1981, the Joint Operation I'lirning and Eecution System OOPES) has been
attempting to build ,uch a system by modernizing, extending, and combining the

functionalitv ot !OIS and JDS.

t'Lxcept. ,,i , for iht trallsier of tu, i•T :)D trom, JOP• to IDS



The main problem, of course, ias been the difference in file structures. Data files

used o: produced by an application program on one system could not be used bv

an application program on the other. Originally, the only bridge between the

two was a program that convPrted JOPS TPFDDs into a format recognizable by

JDS software. That allowed the JOPS-created deployment movement

requirements to be made available through WIN to the JPEC so that, in crisis

plarning, they could quickly be used as the starting point from which to develop

an OPORD. Plans call for developing a bridge between the two systems that will

eventually evolve into a truly integrated system of data and applications. But as

of this writing-and, more importantly, during all of ODS--JOPS and JDS

remained essentially separate systems.

JOPES Version 1, installed in November 1989, offered a high-level, loosely

integrated interface to the JOPS and JDS subsystems. It allowed a user to access

either JOPS or JDS applications without exiting one subsystem to enter the other

subsystem.

JOPES Version 2 was installed in April 1990 and supported the beginnings of

Or-eration Desert Shield. It offered three main improvements over Version 1.

First, a new interface allowed users to run several JOPS applications using JDS

data and then translate the JOPS output back into JDS format. Second, an
interface processor improved data distribution hand!,ng. Third, it enhanced the

ad hoc data retrieval capability.

JOPES Version 3 was installed in December 1990, during ODS. It again offered
three enhancements: first, the implementation of an interface developed early in

ODS from AMC's Global Decision Support System to JOPES; second, a fix

allowing users to recover lost TPFDD records by retrieving information from the
database transaction log; third, the ability to generate reports detailing database

updates.

In summary, during ODS the JOPES consisted essentially of fie then-current

versions of JOPS and JDS patched together under a common user interface. This

was in great contradiction to the public perception of JOPES. JOPES had been
touted for years by its supporters as the system that would (eventually) integrate
JOl'S and JDS and planning and execution. This disconnection, illustrated in

Figure 6, made it extremely difficult for commanders as well as planners to know

what they could or should expect from the joint planning support systems.

Some of the later versions and plans for JOPES are described in Appendix A.
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Figure 6-JOPES Immature but Highly Touted in 1990-1991

Army Systems

As part of the Joint community, the Army follows Joint planning procedures, but

it also relies on a number of service-unique systems to assist in planning and

execution. Department of the Army guidance for mobilization and deployment

is established by the Army Mobilization and Operation Planning System

(AMOPS). The Forces Command Mobilization and Deployment Planning

System (FORMDEPS) establishes the Forces Command mobilization and

depluyvitent policy.

Forces Command (FORSCOM) has primary' responsibility for (1) maintaining

readiness and cargo data to support planning for mobilization and deployment,

and (2) interfacing the Army components with the JPEC through JOPES. In

crisis-action planning, FORSCOM's tasks include participation in Army combat

unit sourcing; responsibility in coordination with Army component commanders

for sourcing of combat support arnd combat service support units; participation in
tine-phasing and transportation p!anning; responsibility for validation of Army

planning requirements; and responsibility for developing time-phasing of

reserve units into mobilization stations to meet departure dates from those

stations.

Figure 7 shows the Army planning s%:-t.ems intei-face to JOPES (and each other) at

the WWMCCS FORSCOM site at For. McPherson."

The Army ,WVMCCS Information System (AWlS) provides information-
processing capabilities for planning and execution at eight Army-suppol 'ed

WWMCCS sites- Forces Command; U.S European Command; Army component,

U.S. European Command; U.S. Southern Command; Military Traffic

7JOPES and 'he other mint s•stems al.o inierfa(e with Air Force and Na'vv AIS, as wevll as with
thow, of the WCCs. ihis report considers only the joint svstems and the Armyy-sptihic systems.
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Figure 7--FORSCOM WWMCCS Site Showing Army AIS Interfaces to JOPES

Management Command; Army component, U.S. Pacific Command;

Headquarters, Departmen. of the Army; and the Army War College. AWlS

provides the Army with (1) WWMCCS equipment, (2) centralized software

development for all Army strategic command and control products as

determined by the JOPES functional model, and (3) negotiations and support for
interfaces between Armv strategic C2 systems and JOPES.

The evolving AWlS software products are not intended to duplicate Joint or

Army AIS software functionality, but to complement, supplement, and

implement JOPES in those areas where JOPES software does not meet Army

requirements. Several Army AISs appear prominently in the following sections

and are introduced in the following list.8 AWIS program plans and details on the

major Airy deployment-related AISs can be found in Appendix B.

DEMSTAT--The Deployment, Employment, and Mobilization Status System
provides CONUS-based Army installations with simplified and common

access to information from Joint and Armv-specific planning systems:
JOPES, COMPASS (Computerized Movement Planning and Status System),

8The deinoiorL,, were taken from FORSCCM Mobidzatwno and DLeploymcnm Planning System

(FORMDEPS), Volume VI, June 15, 1991.
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SORTS (Status of Resources and Training System), etc. It provides a common

interface to its database, allowing the installations to retrieve/read

preformatted data reports but not permitting them to directly make changes.

COMPASS--The Computerized Movement Planrung and Status System

maintains Unit Movement Data (UMD) and provides the Automated Unit

Equipment List (AUEL). The UMD, a listing of unit equipment by pieces,

weight, and cube, are reported by Army units, collected here, and used to

determine transportation Lift requirements. COMPASS also contains notional

Table of Equipment (TOE) data for use in the earlier stages of planning.

These are in Type-Unit Characteristics (TUCHA) files.

TC-ACCIS-The Tansportation Coordinator's Automated Command and

Control Information System provides the installation and units (down to

battalions and separate companies) with the capability to create, update, or

modify unit movement requirements data, and to produce the necessary

transportation documentation and reports using interactive terminals and

application programs.

MSPS-The Mobilization Station Planning System i- '- gned to support

mobilization station planning of both active an, erve comp tent units

baseu uin JOPES ifforniation. it iitaintaiis and dibplay- inubil_ ,tion and

deployment planning information.

SORTS-The Status of Resources and Training System is a joint data system

detailing the readiness of units of all the Services. It is updated once a day.

FORSCOM (and other WWMCCS users) rely on SORTS for current

information concerning the readiness and training of units.

Summary

Computerized support for deployment planning includes both Joint and Ser-vice-

specific systems. Joint systems center on the WVWMCCS and its major set of

software, the JOPES. JOPES runs on WWMCCS hardware at 30-some sites

throughout the world interconnected through the WIN. WWMCCS and JOPES'

primary mission is to support the NCA; secondarily they support the Services

and other DoD agencies. Army planning centers on the AWlS program, which

provides interconnections with the joint systems. AWIS supports the Army's use

of, and contribution to, the Joint systems, as well as the Army's unique strategic

command and control mission. Current Army concerns center on how to

develop these systems concurrently while both maintaining necessary interfaces
and increasing their interoperabilitv.
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The Joint and the Army-specific deployment AISs all support the generation of

OPLANs, supporting plans, TPFDDs, OPORDs, and deployment databases. In

deliberate-planning situations, sufficient time is usually available to use the

systems-including the applications and the reference files-effectively. Crisis

situations, on the other hand, require that much the same job-creating a COA, a

TPFDD, and then a deployment database-be accomplished more quickly, and

that the plans be executed. This places stress on the systems.

JOPES is attempting to integrate the planning and execution of deployments (see

Figure 8J, but currently it relies almost completely on JOPS and JDS capabilities.

Like those systems, JOPES is a detailed, bottoms-up system that can use either

notional or specific cargo information; like the JDS, JOPES is awkward in

execution. Designed primarily to serve the NCA and the CJCS, it is also the only

current conduit for much of the detailed cargo and movement information

needed b% torce commanders and transportation managers.

At this point a word of caution is needed. Discussions of computerized support

svstems often imply that those systems do or will represent the major or even the

exclusive means of comnmunications among users. That is noi only untrue in

general, but it is especially untrue for the deployment community and for 011).

Figure 9 iliustrates the point. The JPEC have available and use a variety of

cornmunic, tion channels, including face-to-face discussions around a table or

desk.9 Sonwv channels are (or can be) highly classified, others less so. Some

JOPES

Peacetime 
JOPS

Deployment-

database •

Wartime
or crisis JDS

Planning and execution

Figure 8--JOPES Integrates the Planning and Execution of Deployments

9"Fh.wc-annilu, and th:, figur- are di•,cus•_d turther in A'ppendix A.
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Figure 9---Deployment Communications

channels are immediate and generate instant feedback, others are slow and

uncertain. We will see in the next section that although many ODS data flows

occurred through the WIN, others used less secure or even unclassified channels.

Much of the text traffic and summary-level data transfers occurred through 'ATIN

teleconlerences. Many of the shorter and more time-urgent communications

were by secure telephone.

This concludes our descriptions of the deployment planning and execution

procedures and support systems existing at the start of ODS. The next section

describes how ODS violated most of the deployment-planning rules: Troops

began to deploy almost immediately "without a TPFDD"; and the majority of the

planners were so busy coping with execution details needed for the following

day or two that they could give little time (or thought) to looking further ahead

and doing unit- or force-level planning.
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4. Operation Desert Shield

Operation Desert Shield did not follow th,_, book. Instead, it presented planners

with the urgent need for the immediate deployment of a sizable force under a

scenario for which they had no completed OPLAN or TPFDD. Planners had to

improvise and to build, in real time, an employment plan and a deployment plan

at the same time that they were deploying initial units. As it turned out, because

little offensive action was directed against our forces, ODS resulted in badly

needed large-scale testing of the U.S. deployment planning and execution

s items.

This section begins with a short description of the status of depJoyment plans for

the U.S. Central Command's area of responsibility as those plans existed late in

July 1990, just prior to the crisis. It then documents in as much detail as possible

the operations of the major organizations, units, and systems as they responded

to the crisis, first by simultaneously planning and executing the deployment of

the initial defensively oriented forces, and then more deliberately deploying the

Phase II (offensive-enabling) forces.

Figure 10 summarizes the timelines for Operations Desert Shield and Desert

Storm. On August 2, 1990, Iraqi troops attacked Kuwait. Crisis-action planning

began immediately. The initial order to deploy combat forces to the Persian Gulf
was issued on August 6., USCENTCOM began to deploy its combat forces on

August 7, marking C-day, the beginning of Operation Desert Shield.1 Between

then and mid-November, Air Force, Army, Marine, and Navy units moved into
the theater to protect Saudi Arabian and U.S. interests from Iraqi attack.

On November 8, President Bush announced the initiation of a new phase of
deployments to Saudi Arabia. The subsequent movement of two and one-third

armored divisions, an armored cavalry regiment, a combat aviation brigade, and

selected elements of the VII Corps command and support structure from Europe

and the 1st Infantry Division (Mechanized) from Fort Riley, Kansas, substantially

increased U.S. capabilities in Saudi Arabia and allowed offensive operations to

begin.

'U.S. Department of Defense, Conduct of the Persian Gulf War" Final Reprt to Congress, Pursuant
to Title V of the Persian Gulf Conflict SupplcmnentalAuthorization and Personnel Benefits Act o' 1991 (Public
Law 102-25), Washington, D.C.: U.S Government Pnnting Office. April 1992, p. 44.
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1990 1991

Figure IO-ODS Timeline

D-day marked the initiation of the air war on January 17, 1991, and G-day marked the

start of the ground war on February 24. Then at 8:00 A.M. local time on Februar, 28,

offensive operations ended and both wars were essentially over. By March 9, SITREPS

had reverted to designating time in C-days.

Prior to the Crisis

USCENTCOM had, in previous years, used the deliberate-planning process to

generate a number of OPLANS for Middle Eastern scenarios, none of which

corresponded very closely to the ODS situation. Fortunately, USCENTCOM had

more recently conducted a major review of its primary OPLAN and decided to

refocus oLi an exigency very similar t,, what was about to happen. This new plan,

however, was still in the early stage3 of development. 2 USCENTCOM had also
recently sponsored a Command Post Exercise ("Internal Look") exercising

portions of the new plan-although it appears that this was almost exclusively a

wargaming of the employment options, beginning about C+30. Finally, the XVIII

Corps had recently submitted its portion of the movement requirements file of

the new USCENTCOM plan to Forces Command for sourcing. These documents

and databases existed at the end of July 1990, before the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.

2 The DoD reports that USCENTCOM draft Operations Plan (OPLAN) 1002.90. Defense of the
Arabian Peninsula, was undergoing final review in August 1990. Subsequent paragraphs, however,
suggest that the concept of operations may have been set and the force requirements lLst partially
completed, but that "TPFDD conferences, which involve representatves from all servýice elements,
were scheduled for November 1990 and February, 1991. A final deployment plan was die to be
published in Apnl 1991 and supporting plans in August 1991."
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Deploying Forces-August Through October

On August 2, Iraqi troops attacked and overran Kuwait. U.S. intelligence sources

had been following the buildup of Iraqi troops for some time but had not been

convu iced Iraq wouid attack until just a tew days before it happened. The

subsequent massing of Iraqi troops to the south, along the border with Saudi

Arabia, caused further concern both for the integrity of existing Middle Eastern

nations and for the safet' of major oil fields. Seeing the need to react quickly,

U.S. authorities consulted with Saudi Arabia and quickly called for the

deployment of U.S. troops.

Consequently, crisis-action procedures were invoked with the knowledge that

Iraqi troops had overtaken one nation and were poised to attack a second.

Everyone felt that speed was vital. Major uncertainties abounded over what

Saddam Hussein's intentions might be, what other nations in the region 3nd

around the world were thinking and how they might react to U.S. htiteinents and

actions, what courses of action the United States should take, what risks each

course posed, and what alternative force lists might best be deployed.

This was not a completely "no-plan" situation, as the beginnings of the specific

plan were available and parts of several older plans also were relevant. However

much those may have helped, though, there was much less of a plan than most

deployment officials were accustomed to dealing with in exercises or even in

theory.

Initial Planning

The Joint Staff initiated the crisis-action planning for Operation Desert Shield.

The beginning was chaotic: During the first 96 hours, USCINCCENT conducted

close-hold planning. Decisions were made at the General officer level, mostly

over telephones with hard copy (sometimes) following. Many of the major

decisions were made before relevant data were (or could be) put into the

databases.

Much of the initial planning took place at MacDill Air Force Base, home of

USCENTCOM, and at Fort McPherson, home of FORSCOM. FORSCOM and

ARCENT (Army component, U.S. Central Command) were the major Army-

specific players in early ODS planning. In the previous section of this report we

described some of the complexity of the decisions and the organizational

interactions that are required to select, ready, and deploy forces. Those could all

work efficiently and effectively together-if the plans were all perfect (or nearly

so) and if nothing ever changed to affect any of thosp plans. In ODS, however,
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many things were going on simultaneously and changes were constantly being

made to all aspects of the plan.

Still, it can be argued that the United States chose an appropriate balance in ODS

Lctwc.'n resporrsn'ener.s -id building the combat rowve: ncccssar in-thcater to

transfonn a "short warning" scenario to a long warning one. The decision to

build a significant presance in a (relatively) secure position, coupled with those

military actions necessary to protect th-t buildup, allowed time to establish a

worldwide coalition and move a capable force ino the theater.

The United States accomplished this by moving forces in the followhig sequence:

"* Air Force tactical aviation and strategic bombers provided a quick-response

conventional deterrence capability.

"* The Army airborne and air assault forces provided a quick-reaction security

presence.

"* Naval aviation augmented the conventional deterrence capability.

Marine forces augmented this security presence and began to build a

defensive capability in-theater.

"* Naval forces provided security for shipping and ports to enable further

reinforcement.

"* Army armored combat power reinforced the theater's defensive combat

capability and began to build a cunteroffensive capability'.

Choosing the right strategic alternative resulted in a markedly different military

role than originally envisioned; a successful deterrence phase resulted in a

counteroffensive phase. We now look more closely at the Army's portion of this.

Specifying Forces for the Initial Deployments

As noted earlier, this was not a completely no-plan situation and top-level

planners at the White House, the Pentagon, and USCENTCOM quickly produced

a fairly complete specification of the initial combat units to be sent to Saud'

Arabia and informed the transportation commurutv of their immediate needs

and also of the magnitude of possible follow-on requirements.

Those actions allowed the combai forces to begin deploying almost immediately.

The fir't division-ready brigade of the 82rnd Airborne Division began to move on

August 8; the first division-ready brigade of the 24th Infantry Division

(Mecharuzed) began to move on August 9; and lead elements of the 101st
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infantnr Division began to move on August 11. Communications among the top-

level commands about the scope of ODS combat unit deployments appear to

have been prompt and appropriate.3

"Pie rapid -depioymeiit units of , i tiie er,,vices are practiced in responding

quickly to rapidly e,-olving crises. Doctrine requires them and their

accompanying equipment and supplies to be inventoried and ready for

immediate loading. Consequently, their transportation requirements can be

quickly calculated, and since ti 'st- forcs are relatively small and their priorities

are relatively high, they can be quickly deployed.

Even as those initial ,and essentially preprogrammed) forces were being set in

motion, however, serious planning for the remairder of the initial deployments

was under way.

Moving the Combat Forces

Dk. log the iii,, "ek of ODS, the CJCS allocated the entire AMC fleet to

USCENTCOM. Normal procedure is foT the CINC to attempt to allocate the

available lift among the sert ices in a somewhat stab!e manner, but

USCENTCOM quickly found that events were changing too fast for that to work.
They then set up a daily priority listing and coordinated that with

USTRNSCOM. A problem for the analysts was to translate numbers of aircraft

uito numbers of passengers and tormages of cargoes that they could carry over

long distances, with the constraint that they were Just learning which countries

they could overfly, land in, refuel in, etc. They also had the initial constraint of

having clearance to disembark at only a single airfield ii Saudi Arabia.

In a fully planned operaqion, a pre-prepared TPFDD would identify units and

their deployment dates. In the initial stages of ODS that information was passed

in message traffic. The TPFDD would also contain estimates of the equipment in

each unit and its weight and volume. Transport planners could then translate
that in•onnation into appropriate airlift and sealift plans. ODS, however, was

not a fully planned contingency. During most of August, people at the different
organizations were all entering information into the deployment databases. The

FORSCOM WW\MCCS system was often overloaded, causing extended delay',. It

3t uring Ihu next 'Wnt d ,vs, the renaminng nngadc', of the 24th. 82nd. the Wst. arid the list were
deploved, along with the 1st Cavalr, I)ist,, on. ihe 3rd Armored ( avairy Regiment. the 1'97th
Sparate Infanurv Brigade. the 1 ,t BIrigade ot the 2nd Armortd ),ivjsion, thr 12th and thi, 1Pth
Aviation nrlgades. and major elementit of AR( LN I thev 3rd Amriy), XVIII t..q.rp and the I.t (.orp.,

uippourl (-ormand W-OSCOMA)
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was not until late in the mon.h that the databases contained sufficient

information to be useful in actually moving the troops and equipment. 4

During this period, and in fact during the entire operation, WWMCCS

teieconferencing provided the main means of communications for both planning

and execution. Established by LISTRANSCOM in early August, a command

teleconference served the CINCs, a more general teleconference interconnected

all elements of the deployment community, and ,pecialized USTRANSCOM and

MThIC teleconferences served the major transporters.

Specifying the Support Forces

The process for non-divisional Army combat service support (CSS) was

somewhat different. USCEINTCOM's concept of logistics support provided that

the "Services will provide logistics support," though USCENTCOM would

exercise "overall directive authority" for logistics. FORSCOM thus prov'd..d

most of the guidance and orders for Army logistics and other CS and CSS

capabilities. On August 10, FORSCOM issued a deployment order identifying

scores of non-divisional units. The message identified the units and defined

available to load dates (ALDs), earliest arrival dates (EADs), and latest arrival

dates (LADs) for each. Copies of this message went to USTRANSCOM, MSC, the

Mantime Administration (MARAD), MATTvC, and AMC. That started the

deployment of support utiLi. Then uvt., tho next two weeks FORSCOM issued

at least nine messages to the same distribution providing corrections and

additions to its initial list. The impression is one of full exchanges of information

on the identification of deploying units between the Army and the transportation

commurutv, but also of major uncertainty and variability.

The establishment of the CSS force structure was an iterative process involving

three major players: The Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff of the Army for

Logistics (DCSLOG) recommended CSS structure to FORSCOM. FORSCOM

scrubbed the list for feasibility and desirability and forwarded its

recommendation to USCENTCOM. USCENTCOM made minor changes and

then returned the list to FORSCOM as the "CINC's requirements."

Once a requirement was established it became FORSCOM's responsibility to

source it if it was a unit requirement, or the responsibility of the Trairun and

Doctrine Command (TRADOC) to source it if it was an individual/skill

4To tr, to allevyate some of the overload. Ilonevwell quickly made available, through AWLS.
two unused DPS-8 computers that were installed at FOR-SCOM in early September.
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requirement. That is, FORSCOM would select truck companies, but TRIADOC

would identify additional drivers if they were needed.

r.-urgng is generdily not as simple as it sounds. Not only is it difficult to choose

among similar units, but it is difficult to determine which Unit is "mnore ready"

(or can become ready by a particular date,. In general, FORSCOM (and the

ArmV staff) consult the readiness database (SORTS) to determine the status of

units and how much training and equipping they wouid need before they could

be deployed. Then they use the MSPS database to as,-'ss and scheduh_ the flow

of units through mobilization centers.

For Armv units in CON-US, FORSCOM sources the "trnit," but in almost every

case that unit then has to decide (based on guidance from the CINC, FORSCOM,

and others) which subsidiary units it needs to take along. That is, it needs to be

tailored, or to tailor itself, for the job that the CINC has described.

Units can task only those subunits within their command; if an Army unit wants

support from another unit, it must make a request through FORSCOM. For

example, if the 7th Infantry Division needs a non-divisional truck company, it

must request the company through FORSCOM5

In ODS, USCENTCOM's needs and policies evolved over time. Early in the

deployment it maximized the flow of combat units, deploying only enough

support troops to manage the front end of the deployments and stagings. Then

during the October/November time frame the policy evolved into developing a

strong offensive capability, which required a full CSS structure. In early October,

a table of organization and equipment for a theater ar-,m area command (a

TAACOM) was faxed to Lhe commanding general of ARCENT, initiating the

establishment of personnel billets. Soon after, the augmentation package

designed for the 21 st TAACOM of USAREUR was sent to Saudi Arabia,

providing the ARCENT Support Command (Provisional) with an additional

general officer and several hundred augrnentees. In December, the ARCENT

SupCom (Provisional) officially became the 22nd Support Comma.;,i with direct

responsibility to USCENTCOM.

'In lact, sometimes FORSCOM dot'" more than just support the CINC's plan lionduras i, an
example of how FORSCOM can wear the hat, o( supported and ,upporting command at the same
time. In that operation, the U.S 'x)uthern Command did not feel conitortable usi-i JrtPI>. so
FORWCOM (1) built the plan. (21 developed the requirements. (3) ,ice.r the requirnients and 14)
gave the units goals of what to take ard not to take
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Estimating Transport Requirements for the Support Forces

Vhuruig th;L; period FOPSCOM was performing JOPES activities for most oi the

CONUIS Army units. FORSCOM receved deployment detail from units by e-

mail, telephone, and special messenger and entered the data into JOPES for the

units. This was done for several reasons; some units did not have WWMCCS

terminals available to do it themselves, and others were not expert with the

equipment they did have. Finally, it allowed FORSCOM to act as at least an

informal reviewer of data betore they were entered.

As a general rule, FORSCOM tried not to enter data into the deployment

database until there was a high degree of confidence that they- were correct and

appropriate. This was accomplished by ,oxamining and coordinating the CINC's

priorities with the component command's deployment data and

USTRANSCOM's resources and plans. Even so, the data often underwent later

changes.

For example, FORSCO%1 tried not to enter information concerning available to

load dates (for particular units) into JOPES until those dates were coordinated
bot" - with the u.its .d ,1ith U5TI.,,,CO,. If 1h "' t0,. coul not be .. ov..

within a reasonable time after their ALDs, theze was no reason to have them rush

to be ready then or to wait at the ports. Thus, the deployment database often

really represented the end of detailed negotiations which occurred by phone, fax,

or e-mail.

During ODS (as during other recent operations), there were really three major

channels for sharing deployment information. In adultion to the official JOPES

deployment databases and the WIN teleconferences, much use was made of

more direct forms of communication, such as the telephone and fax. Typically,

the more important informat-ion was communicated from Chief of Staff to Chiet

of Staff, or from Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations (DCSOP) to DCSOI', then

FORSCOM was told what units were to go. Most teleconferencing, however,

took place at the action officer-to-action officer level rather than higher up.

Moving the Support Forces

FORSCOM is officially responsible for planning the move of support forces and

for continually updating the database as CONUS Army units move from their

posts through to their destinations. !f the unit is not deployed as planuned, it Ls

FORSCOM's responsibility to rephase it and to update the deployment database.

FOR-SCOM had been validating mo% cinent requirements and recording

movements during exercises for years, but those had been essentially empty
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tasks. In ODS, however, it quickly became obvious that those tasks were not

appropriate for FORSCOM, and soon they were turned over to AMC. We
discuss this more in Section 5.

Technical Assistance frt-mn USTRANSCOM

USTRANSCOM has, for several years, been responsible for crisis-action planning
(the IDS part of JOPES). It conducts all the JOPES crisis-action training, and its

personnel are well-known throughout the community. So it was natural that
USTI'XNSCOM sent technical assistance teams to USCENTCOM (at MacDill)
and FORSCOM early in ODS to help with deployment planning and database

construction.

By August 10 when the USTRAINSCOM team arrived, USCENTCOM and its
components (ARCENT, CENTAF, MARCEINT, and NAVCENT) had put together
a general plan with some degice of notional units and phasing. It named some

specific combat forces but was still mostly a wish list.

During the first few days, no one really knew which units were needed or, except
for a few like the 82nd, the 101st, and the Marines, which ones were reahy
available. So there was little real data, let alone time, to get them into the
database. The CI',C's "priority list," a mini-database that could be handled (and

retyped several times a day) manually, provided the initial coordinations.

The problem during the first w eek of the crisis was not that units could not be
moved, but that the CINC's planning could not be supported as it needed to be.
The advantage of having (or of having access to) a cornmo, database is that it

collects and shows the aggregate as well es individual resource movements and
needs. If problems arise, or even more important, if the CLC needs to rethink
any of his options, the analysts can quickly' tell him the implications of those
changes, in terms of what other unit movements must be slowed, abandoned, cic.

By the end of August USCENTCOM had the (irst really useful database
describing how big the operation was and how the units were expected to phase
into the theater, as well as indicating how much transportation would bc weded
and what had already been moved. That database had been built in 15 to 20
days, despite the uncertainties and despite the inefficiencies of JOPES and the
la,.k of integration of the JOIPS and JF)S subsystems. This spoke well for the
abdilit and dedication of the USCENTCOM ,and USTKANSCOM teams.
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Deploying Forces-November Through January

On November 8, President Bush announced a new phase of deployments to

Saudi Arabia. The movement of two and one-third armored divisions, an

armored cavalry regiment (ACR), a combat aviation brigade, and selected

elemerats of the VII Corps command and support structure from Europe and the

1st Infantry Division (Mechanized) from Fort Riley, Kansas, substantially

increased U.S. offensive capabilities in Saudi Arabia. These deployments also

provided further challenges for the U.S. deployment community.

Planning for these movements differed greatly from that for the earlier

movements. Here, there was time to estimate the transportation feasibility of the

moves and to build :he deployment databases before the majority of the cargoes

started to move.

One story heard from several sources concerns the transportation cstimates.

USTRANSCOM was asked about U•e feasibility of moving the two heavy

divisions plus the ACR plus the support elements from Germany to Saudi Arabia

by January 15, 1991. USTRANSCOM made its estimates and replied that, yes, it

could be done if certain amounts of airlift and sealift were dedicated to that task.

So the move was called "transportationally feasible."

However, USTRANSCOM had assumed an immediate start for the deployments,
"while in reality the deployments were not announced by the President and the

movements were not allowed to begin until several weeks later. This resulted, as

we all know, in many of the cargoes arnvirg several weeks after January 15.

The moral of the story is that even if the transportation community does have

time to estimate its current capacity and its capability for moving specified

forces, those plans are only as good as their weakest assumption. Just because Z

set of movements is fransportationaUy feasible under one set of assumptions it is

not necessarily feasible under another set, or in the real woi ld of constant change.

Inproved Cargo Lists

By November some Army units could generate detailed deployment cargo data

and electronically forward those to FORSCOM and the transportation

organizations. For example: At Fort Riley the installation transportation office

had TC-ACCIS records on the equipment and supplies owned by the 1st Infantry

Division (Mechanized). When it learned which companies were to be deployed it

called in their S-4 representatives and updated the holdings information as much

as possible. Then it transmitted those unit equipment lists (UELs) to FORSCOM
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and to MTMC. At FORSCOM the information was entered into COMPASS,

where transactions were generated to put it into the Unit Movement Data (UNID)

subfile of JOPES.

The TC-ACCIS systems at the installations also generated bar-code labels for

each piece of equipment identified in the automated unit equipment lists

(AUELs). It is the formatted AUEL information that is forwarded to MTMC. The

Logistics Marking and Reading Symbols system (LOGMARS) creates, produces,

and reads the "bar coded" labels that are stuck on all types of mtlitarv items. The

transportation-related labels referred to here contain the Transportation Control

Number for the particular piece of cargo (this includes a code identifying the

owner of the cargo), a bumper number, modei number, dimensions (length,

width, height), weight in pounds, cube in feet, measurement tons (this is a

notional factor equal to 40 cubic feet of typical military equipment), commodity

number, type pack, and an item description (e.g., 1TRAILER ACFT MAINT,

1HELICOPTER UTILITY, 1BOX SHIP METAL 20 FT, etc.). MTMC uses this

information to alert the ports as to "hat is coming, to open (or size) contracts

with the railroads, and to call for ships. It passes the mifoamation to its units

working the ports.

For example, the ll91st Terminal Transportation Unit worked the port at

Houston that processed the 1st ID's equipment. Members of the unit received

the cargo listing from MTMC telling them what to expect. When the trains

arriveci, they scanned the LOGMARS labels as each piece of equipment was

offloaded and moved to the storage area. Then they scanned the labels again

after each piece was stowed aboard ship, noting its stowage location. This last

process produced the "ship's manifest." It was MTMC's task to be sure that

manifest data was then entered into the JOPES deployment database. 6

Deployments from Europe

On November 8, the secrecy blanket was lifted on planning for the movement of

troops and equipment from Europe. By Sunday, November 11, USEUCOM had

received liaison officers from USCINCCENT-, USCLNCCENT (rear), and from

USTRANSCOM. USTRANSCOM mi fact dispatched a number of support teams

to the theater, including three to USE1.COM: one to help prepare the TPFDD;

'ln ,.uotrast to the piec,.e-h.,'el irif,'r ation in the manifesus, however, the 1IP'LS entrne•, were
oniv at the unit iin", number (ULNi levvl
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one to assist with use of the DART system;7 and one to supervise JOPES inputs.
USTRANSCOM also dispatched a three member team of JOPES experts to

USAREUR.

M,, MCCS teleconferencing provided the main means of communications during
both planning and execution in Europe. Within the theater a teleconference

named TRANSEUR that had been set up in February was being used intensively

for local messages. The major ODS teleconferences, established by

USTRANSCOM back in August, were also available to qualified commands: The
cot -hand teleconference was used by the CINCS, and the USTRANSCOM and
MTMC teleconferences were used by those organization-..,r~d monitored by

almost everyone else.

USAREUR submitted its first troop list and draft OPORD to USEUCOM on
November 10. On November 11, it received its deployment order.

The deployment database for the movements from Europe was prepared in
about 10 days. The joint systems planner at HQ USEUCOM took charge of the
structure of the TPFDD, the planners at USAREUR created the force composition
and flow for the Army uruts, and USCINCCENT set the EADs and LADs.

The first version of the deployment database was based on notional units and
data from the JOPES Type Units Characteristics (TUCHA) file, as the equipment
inventory information for some of the units was out of date. Then, as TC-ACCIS
was imported frcm COVrUS and more up-to-date information became available,

they converted the notional plan to an actual plan. Throughout this period
USAREUR insisted on working with Level 4 data even though USCENTCOM
indicated it would have prefcrred a (faster) initial tumaround with Level 2 data.

MTMC Europe also expressed concern for the TUCHA data and for the delays in
waiting for the TC-ACCIS information. It based its initial estimates of caigo
requirements for sealift on different data and claimed better accuracy. It

accessed the Requisition Validation files for the moving units, claiming those files
were more representative of what the units actually had on hand. That may have
been true, but soon thereafter the TC-ACCIS data became available and

improved all of the estimates.

7
DARI. the l•vnamic Analyticil Replanning I oul, had iust been a5,sernbled from off-tho-shelf

hardware and software by the Advanced Resvtarch Projects Agenc%, (ARPA) and Rome Air
h-,velopment Center to demonstrate to USTRANSCOM the benehts of current compuotr t•chnologv

for deployment planning. Dunng ODS it provid useful to both "".S;I]ANSCOM and USEUCOM in
trackiLng the number of ships required for ttie second-phase depl -yments and as a handy means for
making daily backups of portions of the deployment databaw.
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All of the organizations we interviewed in Europe-USEUCOM, USAREUR, and

.TMC-EUR--operated with Version 3 of JOPES, which had been installed only a

few weeks previously. They all expressed some concern that the changeover

from Version 2 had taken place right in the middle of ODS operations, causing

their systems to be down for the better part of a day when they could least afford

the delay.

Differences Between Initial and Subsequent Deployments

There were a number of important differences between the organizations

deploying in Phase I nd Phase II. For example, USAREUR had a relatively large

number of people who were experienced with JOPES and USEUCOM had a good

base ot information to start with in their primarv O"LAN. 8 This made it easier

for them to identify units and gave their planners more time to think about how

to move things. In addition, the situation in the Gulf was more stable at this time

so the planning information was le-.> ýubject to dhaii6e. h, spite of all the le.,ýons

learned up to that point, however, the timeliness and accuracy of cargo data was

a continuing problem.

USTRANSCOM reports that one of the major successes of the Phase II

deployments was the use of TC-ACCIS data, especially in Europe.

USTRANSCOM contends its components need Level 4 detail or better, so

USAREUR had to task all of the deploying units' S-4s to count and measure their
vehicles and equipment. Each unit had many nonstandard items and modified

equipment. This information was all entered into TC-ACCIS; then it wan all re-

entered manually into JOPES (this alone took five days), since there was no link

between the two systems except at FOISCOM.

USTRANSCOM personnel contend that for execution JOPES needs bottom-up

force information. They believe that if I C-ACCIS could directly update JOPES or

their Global Transportation Network it would make execution much easier.
FORSCOM, on the other hand, believes the updating should only be through

command channels. They say that if the UEL update process begins to work as

intended and the AWIS transportation product line provides for more rapid

updating of JOPES, then most of the shortfalls would be satisfied.

The USTRAkNSCOM team reported, however, that even with the help of

TC-ACCIS the early estimates of cargo movements from Europe were still about

8On the other hand. Europuan based umlts had not expected to deploy to anoth .r region and
had rever trained t(i deploy
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1 million square feet off from what was actually moved. This is an error o-

between 5 and 10 percent. No one has a good idea of how far off the estimates

were for the Phase I deployments, however, so the two cannot be compared.

Summary

Participants who planned and conducted the ODS deployments all report that

aggregate cargo requirements varied considerabiv during the first month or so.

They say that they could have done a better jotb if they had had a better grasp of
what was needed; if the true magnitude of the ultimate effort had been known

from the outset, decisionmaking could have been faster and more precise. For

example, decisions about activating Ready Reserve Force (RRF) ships and

chartering commercial ships might have been more timely.

Still, it is unrealistic to believe that the "true" magnitude of the ultimate effort
will ever be known early in any contingency. It is likely that the conditions of

ODS-evolving and uncertain requirements-will reoccur in future crises. There

will always be uncertainty. The task is to develop a command and control
system that can cope with uncertainty and to train personnel to take risks into

account in preparing for deployments.

This section described the major features of the planning for and the execution of

the ODS deployments from CONUS and Europe. The next section will focus on
problems that arose with the planning procedures and systems.
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5. Problems with the Computerized
Support

JOPES and the other systems were crucial to ODS. They allowed establishment

of a common database that provided visibility of the day-by-day progress of the

deployment to members of .he JPEC. If this capability had not been present, or

had not been present on the scale of JOPES/WWMCCS, the ODS deployments

would have taken substantially longer and the frustration level of the JPEC

would have been substantially higher. Nevertheless, definite problems emerged

during ODS. The Army, the focus of this report, experienced many problems

with the computerized planning and morutoring support systems. Even though

those systems enabled the large deployment, compared to commercial standards

the military support systems were unfriendly, slow, and prone to data loss. Four

general types of problems occurred.

" Unfriendly, overloaded support systems resulted in slow and incorrect data

entries.

"* The design and control of the distributed database resulted in several losses

of significant amounts of previoubly entered data. This slowed the creation

of databases and reports and reduced their usefulness.

"* Procedures for collecting and entering crucial information into the support

systems had not been well thought out beforehand.

"* The support systems themselves lacked certain crucial capabilities and

interfaces.

The first two types-, of problems slowed the computer support, frustrated

personnel involved in data input and systems operation, and may have delayed

some deployments slightly. The latter two types had more severe repercussions,

especially during the first several months of the deployments. These resulted in

transporters not knowing what cargoes and personnel were supposed to move,

unit commanders not knowing the status and sometimes the location of their

resources, and in-theater organizations not knowing what would arrive on the

next ship or plane.

The remainder of this section documents examples of those problems.
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Unfriendly, Overloaded Systems

There are never enough trained operators. USTRANSCOM offers a number of

training classes, but since users do not use JOPES every day, their proficiency

deteriorates over time. At the beginning of ODS there was a general lack of

knowledge about how to use the system.

Some of the training problems were caused by conrinual staff rotation. On the

other hand, purple-suit rotation may have helped at times because those rotated

back into their services had some experience and training with using JOPES for

planning. LUSEUCOM and U.S. Atlantic Command (USLANTCOM) had well-

trained people because they have relatively low personnel turnover.

USCENTCOM was in pretty good shape when ODS started but then forward

deployed some of its WWMCCS people to the theater before the JOPES

workstations arrived in-theater. The workstations did not arrive until 30 days

later because, except for the Marine version, they were not very transportable.

When the equipment did arrive, USCENTCOM found that the through-put

capacity for satellite communications bet-ween Saudi Arabia and the United

States was less than desired for fully effective JOPES operations. So the majority
of USCENTCOM's JOPES tiarsactions continued to be entered from MacDill.1

Other systems also were overwhelmed. The European Telephone System was

particularly overloaded early in Phase II. So many demands were placed on that

system, the carrier for most open as well as secure military phone calls within

Europe, that some commands found it to be virtually unusable between 7 A.M.

and 8 P.M. during much of November. MTMC-EUJR adapted by purchasing half
a million dollars worth of cellular phones and reported that worked well until

other organizations moved in and swamped the cellular system also.

Very little error checking us available within JOPES. In fact, personnel at both

USTRANSCOM and USEUCOM, where DART was available, suggest that one of

the major benefits of that system is its ability to check for missing or inconsistent

'Most entries into JOPE'. are made one line at a time, and most editing ts done one line at a time,
so it takes a Iong time to enter and to edit data.

It was not until Jarnuary that AWlS provided ARCENT and USCENTCOM with TELNET access
ft om the theater to JOPES on the FORSCOM WACCS node at Fort McPherson. The AWlS office
had made no initial plans to deploy an Army WWMCCS capability in-theater, since deployment
planning was mwinliv handled from CONUS (though, as noted earlier. USCENi COM deployed
takag some of its WWMCCS terminals and link equipment with them). However, with the
possibility of a longer war and the need bor troop rotation, it became evident that a WWMCCS
capability in-theater was neecded. The AWlS Project Management Office/Officer (PMO) realized it
might be too difficult to deploy and maintain a portable mainfram o: Saudi Arabia (which they
could have acqu.red from USEUR) Instead the), decided to pro,. i,, transportable WWMCCS
ter-mials and k% IN communications on trucks to Riyadh and Dhahran The AWlS commnity
around the world volunteered the equipment.
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data. Errors discovered in that manner were con ected in the DART database

and then (independently) corrected in the JOPES database because of the fear of

overwriting valid data (see the following). Almost everyone agreed that JOPES
needs to be more flexible and to have a friendlier interface.

Lack of Safeguards for the Databases

Deployment databases currently can be accessed by a number of people and

organizations, with Little control over who can do what to each record. The
following "horror story" suggests the types of things that happened.

USEUCOM personnel report that early in their TPF-DD-building process, after

consultations with USCENTCOM, USAREUR, MTMC-EUR, and

USTRANSCOM, they entered selected dates and locations into their version of

the database. Independently, USAREUR had pulled a copy of the database for

itself and was identifying units, their ongins, availabilities, and cargo details (a

lot of data) and entering those into its version of the database.

USEUCOM finished its work first and sent its updated versijn of the database to

the local JOPES computer. Later, having comprntcd its additions, USAREUR put
its version into the same computer, erasing all the changes that USEUCOM had
entered. Fortunately, the majority of the additions had been made at USAREUR,

so this was not as disastrous as if tibw copyover had been in the other direction.
On a smaller scale, anyone who has write access to the system can rather easily

change or erase entries made by anyone else.

This story was not meant to single out USEUCOM, which in fact is one of the
more experienced organizations. Problems with this type of database will

continue until modem safeguards and backup systems are incorporated.

Consistency and Timeliness Problems with the Army
Systems

The Unit Equipment List (UEL) reporting procedures from Army installations to

COMPASS often result in a long delay before a COMPASS report is returned to

the installatior for validation. This is expected to improve with TC-ACCIS.

Even with TC-ACCIS, however, AUEL data cannot be directly input to JOPES
but has to be entered through COMPASS to JOPES or COMPASS to DEMSTAT

to JOPES. This allows FORSCOM to review and validate the data but it also
reduces their timpliness to other JPEC users such as USTRtANSCOM.

USTRANSCOM has indlcated it would like to receive the AUEL miformation
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directly from TC-ACCIS, but if that were to happen, USTRANSCOM would most

likely have information that was inconsistent with that in COMPASS, DEMSTAT,

and JOPES.

DEMSTAT collects data approximately once every 12 hours from sources such as

JOPES, COMPASS, and SORTS, making it available to units for review and

updating. However, when a unit attempts to correct or update some of its

records, the updates are not entered in the DEMSTAT database directly, but

create transactions into the source databases. The units then have to wait until

the next data collection from those sources updates the DEMSTAT database to

ascertain that their transactions were correctly entered. In a fast-moving

deployment-planning situatik-n, units are oftcn, looking at data that are outdated

and inconsistent.

Misunderstanding of Crucial Procedures

Some organizations had problems with the database, many had problems with

data entry and checking, and most suffered from lac.'< of trained operators.

Problems with requirements validation and with the entry of scheduling and

manifesting information, however, were more basic and more severe.

Verification of Movement Requirements

Prior to ODS, military planning had been done with the expectation that units

would know how many troops and how much cargo they had to move, and that

the transport commands would be able to make solid commitments a3 to when

they would pick up and deliver those troops and cargoes. But ODS did not work

like that. Units were receiving people, equipment, and supplies (being "brought

up to strength") right up until they got on the planes and trains. Units were told,

or decided on their own, to take substantialiy more cargo than anticipated. The

priorities for transport kept changing. Planes and ships sometimes broke down.

Many people expected the databases to handle all of this. And they might

have-if all changes could have been entered immediately (and correctly), and if

everyone could have been made instantly aware of all the changes that everyone

else was entering. But that was asking too much.

AMC requests five days of solid requirements data so it can schedule its aircraft

eftectively and efficiently. Deploying units request nearly that much notification

so they can have their troops ready and still give them 24 hours of free tune with

their families.
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JOPES procedures call for each deploying unit to officially "validate" each of its

movement requirements, that is, to confirm that so many passengers and so

much cargo is (or will be) on that ramp destined for that location on that day.

This is to be done five days before the move. AMC (for air cargo) is suppose to

take the validated requirements from JOPES five days in advance, do its

scheduling, and then put the schedule information back into JOPES three davs

ahead of time.

ODS provided the first test of this procedure, and several things quickly became

obvious: few units could really validate what they were going to take; there were

many changes; one unut could not knewledgeably and effectively ask another

unit to substitute if it could not be ready; and AMC could not schedule and

return schedule information to JOPES in two days.

AMC solved this problem for the early CONrUS deployments by telephoning

each unit two days or so before the unit was shown in the database as moving to

verify for itself that the unit •%ould be ready and would be at the aerial port of

embarkation (APOE) on time. This phone call also notified the unit that AMC

was. in fact, sending a plane.

In theor,, the notification should be done by JOPES creating Automatic Digital

Network (AUTODIN) messages for transmission to the unit, but that could not

be done in ODS because it often took six hours or more to deliver the AUTODIN

message. This is allowable for port calls when units are to move by sea because

the messages can be issued some days in advance, but when units are scheduled

to move by air, and they and AMC receive only 48 hours notice of the mcvcment,

then AMC has to telephone them because AUTODIN is too slow. WWMCCS

messages were sometimes feasible, but not all units had terminals.

Entering Movement Information

Information on incoming cargoes is critical to the efficient operations of PODs.

When in-theater receiving crews know ahead of time what is loaded on the next

aircraft or ship, they can alert the proper reception and off-loading personnel,

position needed handling equipment, arrange for temporary storage and/or

staging areas, and, perhaps irost importantly, inform the relevant in-country

units that they will have cargo/personnel arrivng. Without advanc,

information, a!l that must wait until the vehicle has arrived and it-, contents have

been examined and perhaps disassemblhd.

JOPES procedures say that the force providers are to verify that passengers and

cargo are placed on the proper planes and ships. This is the way it had been
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done in exercises. But during the real deployment, it turied out that FORSCOM
could not havc rvpiesentatives at all the pickup points to report that "x" number

of troops and "y- tons of cargo from unit "z" did in fact depart on plane "n" at
time "t." FORSCOM teU, but could not keep up.

To make things work, USCINCCENT gave USTRANSCOM the mission of
collecting the manifest data and entering them into the scheduling and

movement deployment database. USTRANSCOM did this by tasking AMC to
send personnel from its Inspector General (IG) teams around to all of the pickup

points to make sure data were gather"d and entered. This worked fine after a bit.
The troops loading onto the planes had trouble at first with their ULNs, the unit
Line numbers which are needed to relate the information to the proper JOPES
data record. 2 Therefore, the word had to be spread to the deploying units to
make sure that they knew their ULNs, and then to be sure to pass them on to the

IG representatives as they departed.

InitiaLly this information was reported by secure phone to AMC HQ where it was
both passed in an AUTODIN message to FORSCOM and manually input to

JOPES. After a few diys, however, the second task was serru-automated: A
patch was developed that allowed the information to be input (by the IG
representative) into the nearest node of AMC's comwand and control system
(GDSS) and then passed along through several other systems into JOPES.

Early sealift movements suffered similar problems. Equipment may have been
loaded onto trains or convoys by ULN, but once it reached the ports, the cargoes
were mixed. MTVC was tasked to enter the ULNs, tonnages, etc., of cargo
leaving the ports into JOPES, but had little information.

Later deployments, especially those during Phase IH, were better organized. As
mentioned in the previous section, installation transportation officers were able
to input their equipment inventories into TC-ACCIS and to create LOGMARS
labels for each piece of cargo. At the dock then, each piece of cargo loaded on a
particular ship was sranned, identified, and automatically entered on the ship's
manifest. The manifest for each ship thus listed each piece of cargo in or on that
ship. A copy of each manifest was then forwarded to the seaport of debarkation
(SPOD) but was reportedly not too useful there because the detail was not
summarized and port personnel had little time to search all the entries.

2 ULNs serve as the key for cataloging TPFDD records in JOPES, but the Services' primarv urut
identiher is the unit I1) code or UIC The Defense Transportation System also keys on UIC for
movement identification. The JPEC needs a viable, automated method of relating UICs to ULNs (and
vice versa).
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For later deployments MTMC was usually able to update the Scheduling and

Movements database with the ULNs dispatched on each ship. This more

aggregate inforimation was more meaningful to deployment officials

Lack of Crucial Capabilities and' Interfaces

Sometimes it turned out that scheduled troops or cargoes were late in arriving at

their scheduled POE so others were put on "their" plane or ship. Other times,

scheduled planes and ships broke down or were delayed and others were

substituted. When this happened, visibility was often lost is TOPES was not

designed to accept those types of changes.

Correcting Movemnent Infortnation

In theory, CINCs, unit commanders, installations, etc., can query JOPES (the

schedule and movements [S&M] database) at any time and receive up-to-date

information about which ULNs have been moved, on which aircraft and ships,
and how the actual arrival and departure dates and times from the PflEs and

PODs relate to the ALDs, LADs, anld the scheduled arrival and departure dates
and times. JOPES is even designed to aggregate information and to show the

percentage of each UIC or force module that has L'een moved.

However, the S&M database was designed to the AMC and MSC requirement

that they be given five and 30 days, respectively, of solid, unchanging movemeIt

requirements as input to their scheduling activities. ANMC and MSC are first

supposed to put vehicle data into the S&M database; second, "pull" data

concerning troops and cargoes from the requirements database; third, to do tneir

scheduling; and fourth, to push the schedulng data back into the S&M database.

Finally, the deploying units (or AMC in the case of ODS) manifest specific ULNs

or portions of ULNs against those vehicles.

That information is then not supposed to change. Fields exist for actual arrival
and departure times to be input after the movements actually occur, but no

allowances are made for changes in carriers or in routes. If someone attempts to

adjust a movement (for example, to reflect that a particular UL.N actually moved

to a different POD than it had been assigned to), JOPES will simply not allow

that change to he made unless the operator goes all the way back to the

"3Noe. how) ver that on]I oi-Iine, rei,-tirMe accessý to htILe detailed sh,.ip :, nanit'u information
xv II ever aI low pot per'ronnel or twlit ctmrninan ders to a iix-,.er q uist ion:, such ad "* h.,.lih si p contain,

the three radar traii_,rilitters for thu 1143.d A. A?"
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requirements database and corrects the original preferred POL). This means that

changes occurring within the three, four, or five days before a movement is to be

made will not be reflected In the database.

This reflects the design (and peacetime use) of JOPS, JDS, and JOPES as planning

tools. The), allow only movements Li.t pick people up from where they are

supposed to be, move them directly to where they are supposed to go, and then

drop them off there.4 The Chairman of the Scheduling and Movements Working

Group at USTRANSCOM described for us how personnel worked around thils

lim'itation in ODS, and how they now hope to improve the database and the

interface so that actual movement information can be entered directly and

without replacing the descriptions of the planned movements.

Using Data from Existing OPLAN's

Another problem with the current design of the databases is that converting

TPFDD data from one OPLAN (theater) format to another Is difficult. I'lanners

at USEUCOM told us that as they were converting the force lists from their major

plan and adanting them into what eventually hbcame the Furoi ,.an et,,Trlent of

USCENTCOM's ODS OPLAN, one of the major problems was in converting the

USEUCOM ULN structure into the USCENTCOM ULN structure.

USEUCOM planners eventually got around that by taking the current version of

their plan, pulling off the forces (ULNs) that were needed for ODS, and calling

this part by an intermediate name. They changed tbe USEUCOM ULN structure

into the USCENTCOM ULN structure and then called those resulting data the

first draft of their porton of the USCENTCOM plan.5

4
Note that thest., deticiencies c•-rentlv exist despitet the presnce ot the "E'" for execution n ill-,_

acronym JOPES.
5

US(CENTCOM personnel reported other problems with Li N., and force m(,,uhle, xirivr, th,
war everyonte wantedt to know how big the nalor units, and the divisions in part:cular, were; hmv
many and what type of companies they were takinu4 along. and, especiallv, whenl they would •lose
T"hat information however, was difficult to prx iide. It r(equi red either (a) the use and maintenanice ot
a logical ULN structure, or (b) the construction and maintenance of force modules. Th•ey eniphasized
that both approathes had real problems.

Even in deliberate planning where the%, had lots of time and where few thing, chang". it was
diffiulU At PACAF several vear% ago a database fora particular OPLAN was st up uszng Force
.Mo.dules (FM) It, describe the organizational structure ot the units and using ULNs to decribe tht.
turnctional relhtionships It was easy, to set up. hut as the data eolved and uniLs werv thaiiged. it
quickly thbame very ccmplex Lach time an individiial unit was moined into or out ot the
dplhvmnt -eqnci. planners to adj,,t the FM Iione md 'ividua w',- k'spimg trick of tflit torte
inodule and another individual, say at a .oinpofivnt, enterted additional unit. those unit, uOUld
quickly becxome lost among the thousands of records The same held ýor the L'LNs
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Those wer? some ot the major problems the Arm-y experienced with the

deployment-planning systems during ODS. Those and more need to be
addressed and corrected before the next real deployment.
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations

We can now categorize the problems associated with planning for Army ODS

deployments into two broad groupings: (1) problems arising because

uncertamt ; inherent in ODS (or, indeed, in any contingency) require critical

skills of plarners and deployment personnel, skills that prior to ODS only some

had practiced and few had mastered; and (2) problems associated with the then-

current versions of the computerized support systems.

Uncertainties Affected Procedures

During peacEtime it is easy for planners to become complacent, get wrapped up

in their scenarios, contingencies, and plans, and real),," believe that they have tOLe

answer to this situation or that problem. It is easy to forget that we do not know

which situation or problem will actually occur and that we cannot predict how

U.S. commanders will respond to partictilar situations let alone how opposing

commanders will react to U.S. initiatives.

The mindset in many quarters before ODS was that we had done lots of

planning, gone through many exercises, and knew pretty much what had to be

done. Unfortunately, much of that planning and most of those exercises had

evolved over the years into simple efficiency drills where all uncertainties had

been eliminated: We knew exactly which troops and equipment would be used;

we knew when those troops and equipment would be ready; we knew when the

ships and planes would arrive to pick them up (and if they were not on time we

would complain and call "foul"); we sometimes had even studied just how

tightiy to pack each piece of equipment into a particular ship. But a crisis, by

definution, is not like that. In a crisis we must not only know how to execute

under real-time pressures, we must also know how to plan so that we can create

and constantly adapt deployment and employment plans under those same

pressures. We must know how to plan in emergency situations, not just how to

plan for i -. vrgency situations.

At the beginning of ODS some personnel were familiar with deliberate-planning

procedures, some were familiar with crisis-action planning procedures, and a

few were familiar with both. But very few had experience in working in real

time to simultaneously plan and execute the deployment of a large military force.
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Desert Shield differed from the training and practice: There was no early

warnmng, no plan on the shelf ready to execute, and, in the beginning, not even a

good idea of the Army's mission or of how many soldiers might be needed.

Plarners had to improvise and build constantly evolving employment and

deployment plans at the same time that their colleagues were physically

transporting the initial combat and support units.

USCENrCOM had no OPLAN and TFFDD it could pull off the shelf. It had been

building a new and surprisingly appropriate plan but was months away from

completion. The automated deployment-planning systems designed to facilitate

data creation, exchange, and visibility were being updated: Versions 1 and 2 of

JOPES had recently been fielded and not all personnel were familiar with the

look, the operation, or even the concept of the system; other joint and service-

specific support sy.tems were evolving in similar if less radical fashions.

Nearly all of the planning activities and exercises that deployment personnel had

been through had assumed that (a) the threat and the proper U.S. response to the

threat (and thus the mission for the Arm," and other Services) were clearly

defined; (b) the forces necessary to handle the crisis and the transport they

required were obvious; and (c) the majority of the transportation resources of the

nation were irrunediately available to the military. ODS differed significantly

from those activities

" There was uncertainty concerning Iraqi capabilities and intentions: Would

Iraq attack Saudi Arabia immediately, or wait? A"hat. tactics would be

employed? Would chemical or biological or nuclear weapon:- be used?

" There was uncertainty concerning U.S. capabilities and intentions: What

capabilities were icquired io counter each of the potential threats? Was there

a robust combination of capabilities we could field? Which units could be

ready for deployment? Under what schedule? How much lift would be

available? When? V, hit type of support units were needed? When? Who

should furnish them?

" Finally, within that context there was sub';tantial uncertainty concerning the

proper and efficient real-tune u,-e of the deployment-planning procedures

and support: Htow can we plan and e.xcute at th,' ,ame time? How can we

w,.,ork at two levels (with details for the units currently deploying; ,ith

aggregates for those to deploy in two w•e k.) sintultaneoutly? Who sources

the combat unit,? The support units? Who valiates their readiness and

availability? Is it really necessary to provide centralized visibility of

manifesting and mok ement inforvmation?
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Thus, the uncertainties inherent in the threat and in our responses, combined

with a lack of practice with and trust in official procedures, provided significant

challenges to Army planners. A critic might say that the success of the ODS

deployments was due as much to the caution and ineptitude of the enemy as to

the quality and performance of our personnel, procedures, and support. A fairer

depiction suggests that, despite lack of comparable standards, Army

deployments were planned and executed reasonably quickly and smoothly, and

were possible (on such a scale and schedule) primarily because of the intelligence

and can-do attitude of the personnel and the existence of modem planning

procedures and computerized irdormation flows. This depiction also suggests

that ODS experiences provide insights into a number of problems and issues for

further research.

Uncertainties will always be present and can never fully be controlled. We must

never expect to experience a contingency that fits perfectly with some plan that

has thoroughly been worked through and documented-we will always find

some discrepancies. On the other hand, we should never expect a pure no-plan

crisis. Portions of existing plans and, as time goes by, more and more

prepackaged combat and support modules will be available. The challenge is

first to learn to plan generically and then to learn to work interactively to

integrate and improve.

Support Systems Hindered Operations

JOPES and the other systems were crucial to ODS deployments. They allowed

establishment of the common database that provided the JPEC with visibility of

the day-by-day progress of the deployment. If this capability had not been

present, or had not been present on the scale of JOPES/WWMCCS, the ODS

deployments would have taken substantially longer and the frustration level of

the JPEC would have been substantially higher.

Nevertheless, definite problems emerged during ODS. JOPES, the Joint

Operation Planning and Execution System, may someday fully support the

planning and execution of mobilization, deployment, employment, and resupply

activities as its plan specifies, but during O11) and for at least the next several

years, it locuses on deployment and, especially, on planning. Current versions of

JOPES rely on older TOPS and JDS capabilities. Designed to be the primary

wartime command and control system of the NCA and the CJCS, JOPES also

carries much of the detailed cargo and movement information needed by force

commanders and transportation managers.
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At the beginning of ODS, some people were familiar with JOPS deliberate-

planning applications; some people were familiar with JDS deployment-planning

applications; and a few people were familiar with the JOPES interface for JOpS

and JDS. But very few had experience in tising. OPS and TU)S together to

simultaneously plan and deploy a large military force.

Consequently, during ODS few people used the planning and analysis tools

available in JOPES. Those tools can work with either notional units or actual

un-its, so that once the major combat units for the initial deployments were

identified (and that happened quite early), JOPES could have been used in its

notional mode to estimate the support and resupply required by those combat

units as well as the transportation feasibility of the total package. The Joint Staff

did use notional units to estimate the number of reser-ve ships that might be

needed under various "what-ifs," but most of the organizations focused on

acquiring and inputting detailed data after particular units had been selected for

deployment or simply waited until others had input those data. That is, because

they addressed transportation requirements only from the bottom up, most

organiz--tions were not able to provide even rough estimates of aggregate

transport requirements until all the detailed data were colected and input. Most

high-level planning was done without benefit of existing planning tools, tools

that if used effectively could have substantially reduced the confusion and

disorganization that occurred, especially in the first weeks of the operation.

Focusing on the wav the support systems actually were used in ODS, four

general types of problems have been described in this report.

" Unfriendly, overloaded support systems resulted in slow and incorrect data

entries.

"* Problems with the design and control of the deployment databases resulted

in the loss o¢ significant amounts of previously entered data, slowing the

creation of databases and reports and reducing their usefulness.

"* Procedures for collecting and entering crucial information into thie support

systems, had not been well thought out beforehand.

"* The support systems lacked several crucial capabilities and interfaces.

The first two types of problems were ubiquitous- Even' organization reported

shortages of JOPES operators and supervisoryv personnel. Every organization

agreed that the military's automated information systems were relatively

inflexible, not user friendly, and negligent in assuring data integrity and

consistencv. These problems _,lowed support to OD'S, frustrated personnel
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involved in data input and systems operation, and probably delayed some

deployments.

The latter two types of problems had more severe repercussions, especially

during the first several months of the deployments. Because recent exercises had

not realistically portrayed the difficulties of collecting and inputting data during

no- and low-plan operations, some crucial procedures were ill defined and/or

allocated to inappropriate organizations. Also, because the support systems

emphasized planning more than execution, important information on unit,

vehicle, and movement changes still could not be entered directly. These

problems resulted in some transporters not knowing what they were supposed

to move, some unit commanders not knowing the status and sometimes even the

location of their units, and some in-theater organizations not knowing what

personnel or equipment would arrive on the next ship or plane.

Recommendations

By the end of the ODS deployments, people had been trained, procedures had

been debugged, and systems had been patched. In this sense, and because the

enemy mounted few effective operations, ODS can be viewed as a valuable

leaming experience. If called upon to replicate those deployments today, the

Army's actions and reactions (and indeed those of all the U.S. Services and

defense organizations) would be substantialiy faster and smoother. However,

the knowledge gained from ODS will degrade with time as people transfer and

organizations change. The challenge is to learn and to generalize-to learn from

ODS the improvements in procedures, systems, and practices that can be used

effectively in future, dissimilar crises.

Procedures

Perhaps the most important lesson from ODS is that we need to re-examine how

we do deployment planning and execution in the post-Cold War era where

unexpected and unplanned-for regional crises now pose the most probable

threats to the U.S. security and well being.

ODS demonstrated that political sensitivities easily can cause initial planning

activities to be close-held at the NCA and CJCS level, forcing lower-level

organizations either to bide time or to initiate early planning without clearly

stated missions or objectives. Even after the majorint of the JPEC was allowed

access to ODS planning, however, major uncertainties continued because the

CINC's prionties changed almost daily in response to changing perceptions of
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the world. The rcel issue is that ODS is probably not an unusual scenario in these

times and that many or most future contingencies, at least at the beginning, will

have strong elements of unceitainty and secrecy.

Accepting that as the norm suggests that procedures for deployment planning

should be repackaged to emphasize flexibility and adaptability. Deliberate-

planning activities should emphasize detailed planning-not for completeness- -

but within the contexts of learning how to plan, how to establish relationships

with other planning and execution organizations, and how to acquire familiarity

\.,ith foreign regiens and their customs and resources. Crisis-planning activities

should stress and facilitate concurrent planning and execution; they should

acknowledge that most crises will require either a new OPLAN and TI'FDD or, at

the least, immediate and significant changes to existing but dated plans and

databases.

Crisis-action procedures must stress multilevel planning-the use of aggregate

data to estimate first-round needs, capabilities, and possibilities, followed by the

use of detailed data to plan and execute actual movements. ODS officials

commonly worked with threŽe and four levels of data. They used aggregate

(force-level and unit-level) data in much of their planning, in communications,

and in situation reporting; they used more detailed (ULN-level) information

whenever they were involved with JOPES and its applications; and they used

even more detailed information (at the piece and person level) in planning and

executing the actual moves. That experience needs to be incorporated into

manuals and training.

Planners must be taught to expect uncertainty, to expect to initially receive less-

than-accurate, less-than-complete, cornstantly changing information, and to

expect to work mitially with rough, aggregate tools. In the first days of a crisis,

especially one without well-defined objectives, high-level planning should be

based on generic information on mission type, tine window, task force, and
transportation allocation. The initial goals should be to develop strategic options,

estimate force and transport requirements, and establish realistic time windows.

This will involve negotiations among high-level officials and planners it
aggregate analyses, indicate the postulated resources cannot handle the required

operations within the time windows. As early as possible, the CINC should
establish a priority list and task the S,ývr ices to select combat ||nits and prioritize

their moves.

Then as planning proceeds downward, it necessarily becomes more detaded and,

at the unit and command levels, the data flow and analyses should work from

the detailed to the aggregate, from the hottorn up. Summed information from
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the units' detailed planning can then be used as a check against the aggregate

estimates from the higher-level planning. If the aggregates are not within

tolerance, then officials must negotiate changes at the unit level and/or

reconsider the higher-level plans.

Additional improvements and enhancements to procedures suggested by the

ODS experiences include:

1. Development of tadlorable force packages for both combat and support units

at all levels, complete with equipment lists and stow plans.

2. Development of doctrine and institutions for the command and control of

support organizations and for support packages for different classes of

contingencies and diiferent types of theaters.

Systems

Army experiences in ODS suggest that the computerized deployment-support

systems need to be refocused and updated. At the highest level, planners at the

NCA, CJCS;, supported CINC, and USTRANSCOM need automated tools for

planning and gaming (in the form of what-if scenarios, based on the CINC's

evolving OPLAN or COA) as aids in decisionmaking. They must have

immediate access to aggregate planning tools that can operate with incomplete,

preliminary information. They must have means for continually incorporating

newer and more complete information and planning guidance into their analyses

and preliminary plans. Meaningful links must be developed bc-tween elements

of information as they become available and are updated; that information must

be maintained in a database from which selected, relevant subsets can be

furrushed to the JPEC.

As the planning proceeds, means must be developed for linking the several

levels of data-forces, units, ULNs, and persons/pieces-so that planning and

deployments can be conducted effectively and efficiently by the operating and

transportation commands and, at the same time, monitored and coordinated by

the higher-level commands. How the systems and databases should be

integrated or interconnected is an open issue, but it must not be a simple bottom-

up system; both national officials and mid-level planners must be able to specify

and analyze force- and unit-level operations whether or not ULN and

person/piece data are available.

Similarl,, .a ... , d - .. linking the several levels of

communications so that planting and deployments can be conducted by the
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operating and transportation commands and, at the same time, monitored and

coordinated by higher-level commands.

Additional actions the Army might take to upgrade its deployment capability

include:

1. Offload Army-specific functions from computers used for deployment

planning and execution.

2. Improve the user-friendlines-, of Army deployment-support systems and

Army interfaces into the joint-deployment systems.

3. Procure portable deployable hardware that allows deploying commands to

maintain contact with the JPEC and to continue their planning, analysis, and

control activities as and after they deploy.

4. Work with the Joint Staff, Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA),

USTRANSCOM, and the deployment community to:

A. Develop methods for overcoming the over-writing and other problems

associated with the lack of concurrency control in the current JOPES

databases.

B. Determine more appropriate and productive mean~s for (1) providing

Army units with up-to-date visibility of deployment databases and (2)

providing the transport community with more direct access to units'

equipment inventories without usurping FORSCOM's responsibilities

and without overloading JOPES and WWrMCCS.

C. Develop means for linking planning ULNs to the actual progress of the

deployment in order to ensure visibility throughout the entire process as

well as to support later operations and analysis. Often several ULNs

need to b( tied to one transport carrier identifier and perhaps as often a

single ULN becomes split across several carriers. Detailed data systems

must :entify the portion of the requirement being transported by each

carrie .

1. Develop procedures within the data systems for more efficiently rolling-

up ULN (OPS Level 1 and 2) data to the UIC and force-module level and

for standardizing and reconciling JOPS Levels 3 and 4 data with the even

more detailed infoimation available from °IC-ACCIS and the AMC and

MTMC data systems.1

1
Plans for USTRANSCOM's Global I ransprutatin Net'w rk uaY in, lude the ialttr tas.k,
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E. Express aggregate as well as specific cargoes in square feet as well as

tons to facilitate sealift planning.

Most important, however, Army and JPEC personnel must realize that for the

foreseeable future, regardless of near-term or even mid-term improvements in

the support systems, those systems will continue to exhibit deficiencies and

shortfalls and, in particular, that there will always be delays in getting up to

speed fast enough in no- and short-warning crises. High-stress activities such as

bringing systems up to speed, creating and improving databases, and working

around bottlenecks and deficiencies will continue to challenge crisis-action

procedures, systems, and personnel.

Personnel

If we accept the premises that future crises will usually arrive unannounced and

that planning and support systems will continue to evolve rapidly--constantly

improving and expanding capabilities and constantly, challenging operator

skills-then the most critical element of the deployment planning system will

continue to be its personnel: the soldiers and civilians who, with whatever tools

are then available, must quickly and correctly plan operations, select units for

deployment, pass along cargo information, and supervise moves and

employments. To better train, nurture, and reward those personnel the Army

should:

1. Strengthen career paths for planning personnel. Increase recognition of

superior skills, qualifications, and performance.

2. Increase the training and practice of thos- personnel in realistic-plan, no-

plan, and unexpectedly stressful scenario:, Restructure deployment

exercises to require personnel to use the deployment support systems to thei;-

maximum capabilities, including the rapid compilation of large TPFDDs and

the rapid analysis and integration of situational changes.

3. Create ways to use crisis-planning tools in day-to-day peacetime operations.

This will be difficult, but it is necessary to ensure familiarity and continuing

competence.

4. Civilians should be trained as JOPES operators. During high demand

periods contractors should be used to augment this stabilized workforce.
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Appendix

A. Joint Planning Support Systems

This appendix contains information on the joint planning systems: JOPS, JDS,

and JOPES. It begins with a brief historical overview and then provides more

detailed discussions of the WWMCCS and the three planning systems.

A Brief Overview

The routine use of data processing for military planning began in the 1960s. Soon

after, it became apparent that different types of computers, incompatible

software, and inconsistent planning procedures and documentation made it

difficult to communicate between commands. To address these problems, work

began in 1967 on the development of a new planning system. By 1973, 35 new

HoneyweU 6000 computers had been installed as part of the WWMCCS to

furnish ADP support for the new planning system. Unfortunately, many

application programs were incompatible with the new computers. To remedy

the situation the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed the rapid development of

temporary computer programs until new software couid be introduced. Four

efforts were designed and developed: the Force Requirements Generator (FRG)

to build and time-phase a force List; the Movement Requirements Generator

(MRG) to compute the support required to sustain a military force; the

Transportation Feasibility Estimator (TFE) to simulate the strategic deployment

of forces and support; and the utility programs to allow the other programs to

commrrunicate and produce a meaningful OPLAN database. These programs

worked so well that they were adopted as the standard AIS for joint operation

planning. In 1975, JOPS Volume 1,11 was published, describing the JOPS

computer support system often referreu to as JOPS Ill. JOPS III has undergone

many updates since its original version.

In 1975-1976, a small number of WWMCCS computers were interconnected in a

Prototype WWMCCS lntercomputer Network (PWLN) fashioned after the

ARPANET. In the 1978 NIFTY NUGGET exercise, a new version of JOPS

software and network programs was hosted on WWMCCS to simulate a

deployment exercise involving the mobilization of reserve forces. When the

computers and communications systems were overloaded, and proved unable to

perform the tasks required in the time ava-lable, urgent demands were made to

moderruze the WWMCCS.
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In 1I 79, the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff ,.reated the Joint DCr.lo0Vninlt

Agency to centtralize mobilization and deployment planoi ng and di rett

development of an automated system to support deployment planning and

eXt'cuti1on. Tlhe result was the Joint D)eployment SVstemll (J[ )S) for crisis-action

planning. In the. ame year, a GAO studY recomnieldcd that a WWICCS

project manager position be created with responsibilittv for all WWMCCS and

WWMCCS-related computer-based information svtems, as well as the atithoritv

to implement necessary changes. In response to the GAO report, DoD DirectiVe

5100.57 created a WWMCCS Engineering ()rgalization as a separate entit

within the I )fensC (.'OMmll Ln icat ion1S Agency. The PR(O)UI) SIIRI I ti'\,rcisc in

1980, however, again indicated there had been no malor improvemcnt in

per ormance, despite major investments i JI)S and in the computer neitwork.

n In MNI, the I)DOD) and Joint Chief.s o(f Statf, in an effort to correct I lannoiig- and

exc. cution-related deficiencies, formed a Joint I'laniIiig and tIxect,,.tit•n Stteer•,g

Committee, under the direction of J-3, and assigned it the task of oveirseeing a

reie,.w ,f the planning and execut in protcess. In JtIi. lvI 2. the O.)peraftin

Pl'anning Steering (Group ( -)I'SG) was formed to give p"rimuiin' fl,.g and generail

offi•cer direction to the development of follow-on %y-tems to J )'.'5, 11)S, and

WWMCC'S_. A timetable was established for the improvement of the WWM.( S

Information System, witi devebopnmnt hetwetvti 1982 and 1985; tcsting hcginoig

in 19,S, and implementation beginning in I9O8, to attain partial operation by

1 488 .,\s part of this effort, the JWI'TS Rejquid Operational Capabilitv was

approved On July 5, 1983.

As a result Of the Goldwater-Nichols 1Do[) etorganizatioii ,\ct if 1 ,66, the J(,-, J-7

Opera itional Plans and Intcroperability I)irectitrat' was,, formetd and is now the

proptuie't for JOPES. T1w OfPSDI' 's (operational deputieis) serve as tlu' pricmipal

pol ic' guidance body, rteplacing the U1S'.'li The new LS I :ANS',C()NI was tt act

as tit, implhm,.,ntingI aguncy for CJCS/J..S-,ipprov'd !K )l'[i, rhlik v, as well as a

konlduiit for user inpul lthe IllCWWNI(.'S tlpgriding effort hcamt' known ,is ,l•

wit th t' Air Ii irce thc deisignmted leCad agV1tn. fhlit Air [. irte tievl- f v pt'd a

ci.i it-rvht'ltsivt. program that involved r'placenitnt Of hardv,,wrt' a)Id '.otft-%art'

but budgetiry• contraints cau-,ed a rtlirit.ion i tflilt' c!fort.

In tlit ,spring of 1'-169, b ,ecau wse o •i tt',si-, lil. i -lt-'vt'l friitiiattuii v- iftl f•t.

pr•tgrt"s,. ti thf ' program, f lt ' t.'flht 'iise i'ttniIliiiioiIotns .'\'t' •n" , (0X A\),

spt'ifcal tlit Joiiiit Data Systems Suppri ( ctotr (1l )Stjca itii ,Otif;l of (

that f ,iarf o! tht Wl'I prtogram thit vý. ,is t ii.t'rnied vw ith J( ).'l-;;Jl )S ni io, 'ril.,tfi ,i

W,' lS L adWt'd to eXist, alid I )CA\ I1iw, f'isigitifd it,- 'tthirt the \'V I(c ( S ,\ W)1'
.Mt~dcroiza|tioil (".' AM)



WA AM .%-as designed to remedy existing dcticiencies in commnand and control

systems, e.g., lack of efficient stand. rd force status capabilitv, lack of automated

support for no-plan and multiplan ,ituations, and lack of an on-line pian

modification system. The JOPES requirements were the principal fOCLIs of tile

WAM effort. Those requirements were to be satisfied through newv applications

software, new procedures, an integrated database, ana improvements to the

WWMCCS Standard ADP baseline as approved by the WAM management

structure. The initial program focus was on the crisis, deliberate, and

conventional deployment planning and execution tasks. The software

development was to bc modularized into a series of versions, the first of whilh

tied together JO'S and JDS with a common-user interface. In November 1S)8' J

JOPES Version 1 was released, followed by Version 2 in April 1990, and Version 3

ui December 1990.

The Macintosh workslation was designed to be an integral part of the WAM and

a hardware platform for parts of the WAM program to support distributed

processing of JOPES programs. It would interface the user with a!l host-based

services. Operational assessment of Version 4, however, was disappointing and

led in the summer of 1992 to the suspension of most JOPES development eftorts.

"ihefllown section discusses these topics in more detail.

The WWMCCS Concept'

The World-Wide Military Command and Control System (WWMCCS) is defined

in Joint Pub. 0-2, Unified Action Armed Forces, as "the system that provides the

means for operational direction and technical administrative support involved in

the function of command and control of U.S. military forces." \VWMCCS

furnishes a multipath channel ot secure communications to transmit tactical

warning and intelligence information to the Presid nt and Secretary ot Defense,

and a channel from them to give direction to U.S. combatant commanders. The

system 's goal is to establish effective connectivity among the members', of the

defense organization.

WWMCCS is made up of the National Military Command Syste'm (NiMCS), the

command and control systems of the unified and specified conintands, the

WWMCCS-related management/7 information systems of the militarY

departments, the command and control systenms of the headqiiarter.- of the

Service component cr.lmands, and the command and control support systems ot

DoD agencies. The primary mission of WWVMCCS is to support the national-

level command and control function. On a nonintn fere e basi>,1, the sVstem is

"1l is inatuirial i taken Ifronm AF-';. Pub 1, pp 5-19 to' .24
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available to support comnba!tant commanderr,, in their c. onlIand and control
responsibilitieC.

Conceptually, WWMCCS includes 'Ive bI,,ic element,: act ica I warning ststem-,

c.0rn III nitlI I I itlOn, cajiMbili ties to con l.'e i' Iorniat ion, hold confe Iren es,, ,oi Iut Cs>

order;,, data collection and handling to support WWMCLCS itIor mat Ion

requirements; executive aids for using the WWMICCS, and WWNICCS command

facilities (primary or altemative command centers). The WWICCS supports,

four "functional families" ot command and control apphcations: Resotirce and

Lnit Monitoring (RUNI). Conventional I'lanning and I \,cution (.tIF), Nuclear

Planning and Execution (NIE), and Tactical Warning: Attack A-,t"ssnuent

(,V/ ..\A).

The JOPS System

Bhefore November 1 9M), delhberat, planning was su|pported bv the JOlIS and

crisis *tion plnning by the JDS. JOlS is an ird-rcud amid comprehens,iv' ye.et of (-

prccdire.,s to translate an as-,igntd task into a pta n ol operations. It can Iie' used

to develop, rev, iew, and execute global and regional plans. JOtS is a -WIWCC.",

mnemibrs of the JPEC to develop, analYze, re'efwc, revel,, .- Iw rna:rttaun ,un

OI'LAN and to prepare suppri ingI lp.. -Iit' joi.t I t,,ta -LI vIce SuLpport Centeh

has been responsible for supporting and i.iit.,inirg J"OPS.

During crisis or tine-.sensi.t: vye Plimnin-.;, a-, .i' iww 1n iii;3, t, 3, (0)`,".)D: m y,,

evolve from an existing OI'LAN, inen 3 C(, I 'LAN, or from a nt.- ,it iloii.

ltlie JDS ),supports th. cri.is-a till iF ig ,,, io rs [i pro% ,, iii•ing t1

capability to handle i-,frm.tron r,,0-iv iu; a r: .e

between deliberate plannir', ad ar ,: ,.'c.t,'t , Lv itl-riiig tgi " oint ( "l'."

v, itt ts s-, ocad I FI'71) 1 can b, tri.diU oiUei r, 1 'idyV Into an1 exc iit,itb '

l( 1,1), whiL h can hie in•ontort't during ,xetictior;. TIh' ,I I: e` \N'--.CUA1 !I,.,

had re:.ponsitilitv !() ,dr n i-ti' ig ,IId ,I. t,,c;,,. thm J! )--,.

.) - 1d J1 - kA . .oI ld 1 . hi 1i1. Jy 1,!1 n V.It I Ci Ii dit' i I 0d

nit pi norm 11 .',I thetuncti n ni •• .. ar, olr tl,mn d, i%, op neiit 1n1j o'.t'titi( '; I Jo

,t:rt.ct fl .dclit h'iwd•, J(. I"I., w, '., .11 )7-1 ]1,•.,% ( . u :" c') ~ tib t ,,l l,'-,• J.)'-

"It 1'_-, .,\ )l [-: •.•,i s t~it- ; i 11 r ') i ~ ,t . i .1t.to ,l','0i ',i 1l(.u l ft:r "l.- II f1 l t.

th -'\ ('10PI~ lrnlt ,& •11'.1k .1 , T. t['f ; " Ic .. M . ' I t \', ~, i 1|: 1 ( l -l !..l. ; (: li ollt -:,|,',Itlo ,

if w -, 1r ,% ldý. ."pp ! k" lI i.n m l I ; plIk

.I I. 'tl"It i l.t'l I -I ]li('lit I :i.i i ,l ' 1, w i f:. .i .:t;- r , I ti : .l l
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estimation, logistic factors, civil engineering support, and medical planning."

iJOl"S Volume 1ll, SM-524-S5, p. 1-2.)

JOPS is used in the plan development phase by tie Service components to build

the force li-,t, calculate the flow of nonunit cargo and personnel, and complete

specialized planning, such as civil engineering and medical support. An

outcome of this Frocess i., i:l. TPFDD. JOPS can oe used to test the gross

transportation feasibility of the TPFDD and to revise the database based on the

deliberate planning refinement conferences. JOPS provides automated aid to

strategi- deploymer -lanning and limited ,ustainment plaunning, but provides

no aid to mnt bility, : ployment planning other than establishing the force list.

In this sectic n, we de,;cr'be tho 101'S databace files and application orograms.

We then describe how t.L s'- are used by trie JPEC in the Plan [)evelopment phase

of deliberate planning.

Database Files2

"The JOPS database files are maint .reed on disk and use the Hlonevwell 6000 ISP

indexed sequential file tructurt- ftYrmat. ANSI COBOL is the programming

i,.riguage used to maintain these files. Users are not authorized to modify

program files or accompany, g software without prior approval from the Office

of me Joint Chiefs of Staff Use of the data contained in tie file, except as

provided for by the JOPS programs, must lie accomplish,.d through l.ommand-

unique programs.

a. Figurc A.1 shows jOPS standard reference files.

b. JOPS-,:eaerated plan-unique files include the Time-PIased Force and

Deployment DWaa .ije ,ird the Summary Reference File as well ,ai a numhb, ef

other files described in JOPS Volume I11. SM -524-85.

PFF II<G) I'1 inntrg Factors File (MRNC)

P1Fs: l'ersonnel W\orking FHe

PF- 1 LCE): Piarunin1 ' Fat. w.-, File (LCE)

FREF: Force retcord E tract File

POSF: Ports ot Spp:jrt File

11. hl ii, •. Ivcin y"•is *,ik q.'r fr'I i. l• ( ,- .I',/:,'; I ihm,::tir;' ut~'!'": HI ,5UY, [ '.I ?' O, pR i"[ I 4 I , _ll 11,-] q , l)4 n it ) Ii
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OPLAN. The OPLAN dependent SRF records contain all Transportation

Component Command (TCC) generated movement tables.

c. Two WWVMCCS files are accessed by JOPS:

GEOFILE: The geographic location file contains worldwide geographic data

for locations specified by different commanders.

SORTS: The status of resources and training system file provides general

information for units, such as unit name, unit type code, origin, equipment

and personnel readiness data, and command relationships.

d. JOPS plan-generated but plan-independent files are also described in JOPS

Volume I1l, SM-524-85. These are:

;'DD: Package Designation and Description !',

FPF: Force Package File

MEF: Major Equipment File

SDF: Standard Distance File

Applications:3

Svstem Monitor: This control program allows the planner to interact directly

with the FRG, MRG, NPG, LCE, MPM, FMS (Force module subsystem), and TFE

in a conversational mode at a tcrminal during computer operation. It permits the

planner to enter and change parameters, sciect options, and specify outputs.

FRG: The force requirements generm-"r allows the planner to select, assist in

analvsi5 of, tailor a variety of force options for, and produce a time-phased

deployment scheme that will support the nussion.

FMS: The fc-:ce module subsystem allows JPEC planners to link the force,

nonui ut-,elated cargo, and nonunit-related personnel information logically

wilhin a JOI'S Ill TI'FDD and SRF.

MRG•: TFhe movement requirements generator generate.s, gross nonunit-related

cargo transportation req.;;r(flenus based on thte forces to be supported and the

J lratlon of 1tti jiia'lllwd o-p-riton It uses fofor- provied by th, Survice

planner in devel,ping the daily requiremnt.nts tor re-u 'Vply and S,1pply b u ldu p.

" tnl it , -a l ,'r11 1111a. . r . ,p : : l" ;t ' .:::': , ~ ',.\ •l m l. "NJ ý25 sS5. I' V -l t•S 1V.'!

I I-
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T.E: The transportation feasibility estimator detenriines the gross transportation

feasibilitv of the deployment scheme developed in support of the operation plan.

It consists of a strategic transportation analysis using comnmon-user lift. The TFE

compares movement requirements of deploying forces, supplies, equipment, and

replacements with available sea and air transportation resources and considers

specified time-phased reception and discharge capabilities of the deployment

airfields and seaports.

CESPG: The civil engineering support plan generator aids the JPEC in

developing and evaluating c'vil engineering support for OI)LAN.,.

MIPM: The medical planning moduie provides automated assistance to the

planner in quantifying the impact of an ,peration on an existing or a proposed

medical svstem.

NPG. The nonunit personnel generator generates gross nonunit personnel

transportation requirements for replacement personnel in support of TPFDD

forces based on NIPM projected losses.

Tih Plan Development Phase of Delibcrate Planning

The main purpose of JOPS is to assist in the plan development phase (Phase I11l)

of deliberate planning. Using JOPS application programns, planners create a

TPFDD computer file by entering the data supplied by sources throughout the

I rEC.

There are eight steps m the plan development phase:

* Force pianning

• Support planning

0 Chemical/nuclear planning

* lran.portation planning

0 Shortfall ldentification.

0 Transpo(rtation feaL.ibhty analysis

S-1 IIFDD refintment

* D(,,(tinentation

Step 1: Force Planning. I h,. 1urpo t t ittr(, pii g is to ideott,v all f(,rc•s

nceded th, ak ubnm ~i'sh til. ( IN(". .onrlpt ot ope'rations and 1 ,1ýst. tiltr-I inko tit

tiwater uorce planinig is- ultin'attly the r!It'%io• lbihWv !t t'-c .llprti.,

,oiiunaiidelrL'., Llot ilio-t ! U1 the wudrk is Lim.it b, tlu S, 'r .i- ll p ilnt-. la b

wrvi(.t Wi' u-uiii•oneiit to'Urnirndl ' det luu1 [i', .n tv e lr it uum nv.,r'd ol coriialx(,
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combat support (CS), and combat service support (CSS) forces, using Service

piannuig documents (the Army uses the four-volume Army Mobilization

Operations Planning Systems, or AMOPS, document). Although the apportioned

major combat forces may have been described in relatively large fighting units

such as Anny division and brigade, the final product for each Service

component's total force list will include detail down to the unit level (e.g.,

battalions, squadrons, etc.). The Services have Service-unique s% stems for

reporting detailed unit information and Service-unique systems for doing their

planning. These systems may be hosted on a WMCCS node and interface to

JOPES to upload and download planning data.

Deployment planning requires the development of movement information for

each unit from (1) its origin (ORG) to its port of embarkation (POE), where

strategic air or sea transportation begins; (2) from the POE to the port of

debarkation (POD), the airport o, seaport within the theater of operations where

strategic transportation is tinishcd; (3) from the POD to its destination (DEST);

and (4) for intermediate locations (ILOC) between ORG and POE, between POE

and POD, or between POD and D)EST. Since the ti-mel, arrival of units at the

DEST is the key to successful participation in the CINC's movement plan,

plarnn-g is built around several criticaal times that include: CLNC',S rcquircd datc

(CRD); the times of the earliest and latest arrivals of the Aevnients of the unit at

the POD; the earliest date the unit is available at the origin for transport to the

POE; the earliest time the unit can begin loading at the POE; the earliest date the
loading can be completed at the POE; and the earliest departure date front the

POE.

A force list can be built in several ways. The planner can create a force tmit by

unit, starting with the apportioned combat forces and adding all necessary CS

and CSS forces, which is extremely time-consuming. An alternative met~hod uses

force modules, which are groupings of combat, CS, and CSS forces as well as a

calculated amount of sustainment. Force modules are convenient for

manipulat-ing, identifying, and monitoring groupings of forces. There are three

types of force modules: the Service/' join force module contains combat, CS, and

CSS type units with their associated ,,ustainment; the OPLANJ-dependent force

module is like the first but is developed by a CINC ti) meet specific demands of a

particular OPLAN; and tlhe force-tracking force rx.odule consists of major combat

units, is OPLAN-independent, and does not contain sustainment data.

Force planning usually begins with using the characteristics (e.g., personnel,

caeg;orwes of cargo., weight of equipment and accompanying supples. etc.) of

notional or typed units that are found in the FUCHA rvference file by unit tYpe

codei 0-C. TheUCtA Is updated quarterly by th Sr-rvices. A TL'CIHiA unt
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is a hypothetical unit with the approximate physical and movement

characteristics of all the actual (real-world) units it represents.

Each separate force record on a force list is assigned a plan-unique alphanumeric

code called - force requirement number (FRN). Characteristic blocks of FRNs are

identified for each supported commander, and each OPLAN uses a separate FRN

to identify each unique force requirement. When an FRN ha: been assigned to a

unit, it is general not changed in the course of a plan. It is useful because it

allows the plar-ner to track a unit that may have changed sequence in the TPFDD.

Two additional characters, called fragmentation and insert codes, may be added

to the FRN to identif, a force entry that requires more than one iteration of the

FRN to satisfy the force requirement, such as three individual brigades to satisfv

the requirement for a division. Thi.s resulting identifier becomes the unit line

number (ULN).

The JOPS Force Requirements Generator (FRG) application is used to help the

planner in creating a force requirements file, analyzing the data, and changing

the data. It consists of a series of modules that (1) aid the planner with cle~ical

tasks such as selecting, deleting, or modifying type units or force modules and

modifying the information-defining movements; (2) split the movement of a

force record into air and sea shipment; (3) assign unit parameters to individual

units or groups of force records; (4) reorder the list of movements based on

planner-selected criteria; (5) selectivelv create summaries of transportation

requirements, (6) identify for analvsis a categorized list of support forces; and (7)

lay the groundwork for analyzing gross transportation feasibility of force

records. The FRG uses most of the JOPS reference files described earlier.

The Force Module Subsystem (FMS) allows the planner access to the Force

Moouie Library, which contains previously defined force modules---cornplete

combat packages made up of comvat, CS, and CSS forces in ,additioii to some

nonunit cargo and personnel. The FMS allows the planner to bulld a new

TPFDD; modify an existing TPFDD; go into an existing 1PFDD and group force

entries into a new or existing force module; define new force module-; modify

and delete existing modules; and audit the tile's Cirgo Increment Number ((IN)

for tonunit catgo, Personnel Increment Number (PJN) for nontunit personnel,

and ULN. It also allows large groupings of force entries to be identilied for eawe

in monitoring during plan execution.

A component planner uses the FRG and its standard reference files to create a

total component force list. Given the mssion, the plarner revie.ws the type ot

combat forces apportioned in the task-assigning do,- umnent arid determines

appl.cabie CS and CSS uniitsý from the Service plamnnrn4 documents. Ihc plan is

built by selecting individual units by Unit Tye Code (ULI C oi an entire torce as,
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an FM. When UTCs are entered individually or collectively as a force module
into the TPFDD, the FRG automatically copies the unit's description and its

movement characteristics data from th,, TLTCHA and adds them to the working

TPFDD.

The collection of the components' force lists is merged by the CINC's staff and

becomes the CINC's consolidated force list. The database is called the OPLAN
TPFDD. When the supported commander concurs with the consolidated force
list, the components then add any missing information needed to deploy their
Services' forces from origin to destination, such as mode and source of

transportation, POD, priorit' off-load at POD, etc.

Step 2: Support Planning. The purpose of support planning is to identify the

quantities of supplies, equipment, and replacement persornel as well as civil
engineering, medical, and POW materials required to sustain the forces
identified in force planning. During the support planning step, planners are
primarily concerned with how much strategic lift will be needed to move the

support requirements, but before the OPLAN is complete, requirements will be
defined in more detail. Suppoit planning is completed when all significant
support requirements bave been determined, consolidated by the supported

commander, and then entered into the TPFDD file.

The actual support calculation uses consumption rates developed and

maintained by the Services under their responsibility to supply, equip, and
maintain their forces assigned to combatant commanders. This calculation is

generally made by the Service component commanders, who refer to Service
planning guidelines and Service doctrine, but it is aiso possible for the supported

commander to perform the calculations using component-supplied force lists and
Service planning factors.

Support is computed for unit-related supplies and equipment including a unit's
organic equipment, ba.sic load or quantities required to be on hand within a unit,
and additional accompanying supplies specified by the CINC. These are
identified in the TPFDI)D with the unit. Nonunit-related supplies and equipment
include all support requirements not in the TUCHA or augmented by

accompanying supplies. Categories include pre-positioned war reserve materiel

stocks, sustaining supplies, resupply, supply buildup, and replacement

personnel.

Tihe Mi(vement Requirements Generator (MRG) is the JOl'S application program
usedc -'- support planning. It calculates the gross non-unit-related equipment and

su" , support the OPLAN. These calcujatiOs determine the nonunit
no% , requirements by using nunmbers oi personnel, number and types of

UI Cs, cervice plarming factors, and user-suppl]ied CINC planning guidancv.
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These gross determinations for supplies are translated into weights and volumes

and added to the TPFDD.

The MRG allows the planner to use data from a reference file to create an
OPLAN-dependent ports of support file (POSF) categorized by Service, supply

destination, air and sea transport, and ammunition and POL. It also allows the

planner to use data from a reference file to create planning factor files (PFF) and

UTC consumption factor files (UCFF) based on Service-developed logistics

factors, and to calculate the nonunit movement requirements. The planner can

selectively aggregate the data to reduce the number ot nonunit cargo records

using the earliest to latest date of arrival window at cach port of support and,

thus, can better pattern the movement requirement for containerized cargos.

The Civil Engineering Support Plan Generator (CESPG) application is used to

analyze engineering requirements of planned contingency operations. These

include facility asset data, anticipation of ncw facilit. requirements, projection of

war damage, recognition of actual and projected civil engineering forces,

determination of required civil engineering materials, and acknowledgment 'f

available support from the host nation. The CESPG allows the planner to

maintain unit and facility information in existing filos; analyze troop and facility

requirements from the TPFDD; determine facility requirements based on forces

employed, unit mission, and war damage; schedule existing engineering

manpower; and prepare reports to identify facility and construction

requirements and develop scheduling intormatic

The Medical Planning Module (MPM) is a menu-driven subsystem that predicts

and evaluates medical rcquirernents in support of the OPLAN. The process

considers the population at risk, length of stay in the hospital facilities, and

Service-developed frequency data for injur, and death. The result is a planning

tool to determine patient load, requirements for patient evacuations, and both

Service and component medical planning requirements. The products of the

MPM are used as medical annexes to the OPLAN documentation, input to IRG,

input to the Nonunit Personnel Generator (NPG), input to sustauiment planning

modules, identification of possible medical deficiencies ir, the OI'LAN, and

analysis of the impact of COAs on medical requirements.

The NPG application program offers an automated capabilit\, to generate TPFDI)

records for the movement of nonunIt replacement personnel.

The Logistics Sustainability Analysis Feasibility Estimator (LOGSAFL- is under

development to replace the MRG and Logistics Capability Estimator iLCE). It

will perform essential sustainment item mnodeling, and general supply mod,.itig.
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Step 3: Nuclear/Biological/Chemical (NBC) Planning. The component

commands submit their chemical warfare requirements to the supported

command. Service component commanders' plans for operation In a chemica!

environment are consolidated into a single joint stand-alone TPFDD file, separate

from the OPLAN TPFDD.

Nuclear planning for strategic retaliatory strikes in general war is conducted by

the Joint Strategic Target Planning Staff (JSTPS) at Offutt AFB, Nebraska, in

coordination with U.S. unified and specified combatant commanders and certain

allied commanders. The product of this pianning is the Single Integrated

Operational Plan (SIOP). JSTPS planning does not use JOPS.

Step 4: Transportation Planning. Transportation planning is done by the

supported commander. The task is to simulate the strategic moven ents

generated by component planners during the force planning and support

planning steps using the apportioned strategic transportation resources. The

goal in transportation planning is to produce a feasible strategic transportation

movement in support of the CINC's plan, a ver, difficult thing to do. It is an

iterative proccss-if the simulation indicates that the forces and nonunit supplies

cannot be moved in time, planners identify the problems, ivaluate their impact

on the overall plan, incorporate solutions, and, if necessary, simulate the strategic

move again.

The first step of iterative transportation paw-ning is to complete the force and

nonunit record entries and to enter all available information in the TI'FDD. The

next step is for the component planners to designate as many actual units as they

can to replace the type of upits in the force list. This is known as sourcing. In the

Army, sourcing begins in the force selection by FORSCOM. Real-world units are

sourced in the force iist by matching each ULN with a unit identificatioi code

(UIC) that uniquely identifies each active, Reserve, and National Guard unit of

the Armed Forces.

The Transportation Feasibility Estunator (TFE) application is used to simulate

strategic movemem,t. TFE is made up of four phases:

" The TPFDD evaluation phase allows the planner to display and analyze the

information already in the TPFDD.

" The simulation preparation, phase sets the plarnning parameters ior running

the simulation. In this phase, the movemtn.-t inforniafion is extracted frOm1

the TPFDD, distance data are generated fromri reference file ., port constraints

are identified, strategic transportation assets are selected to match the

appor tmontud forces I rom the JS(l' or task-assignig document, the asset

characteristics are defined, and the attrition rates are introdu, ed.
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" In simulation execution, the transportation flow is modeled based on the

identified parameters; the results are displayed in either summary or

detailed form.

" Post-simulation processing produces reports that identify the computed

estimated departure date from the POE and feasible arrival date at the POD.

NModules in this phase display information requested by the planner to

analyze the movements, such as an exception report of unmatched records

that did not close (i.e., a shortfall is said to exist when it is determined that

the expected arrival of forces and .-upphes at the DEST does not contorm to

CINC requirements).

The requirement to transport personnel and materiel from the theater of
operations requires close coordination. The mevement of equipment requiring

repair, noncombatant evacuation operations (NEO), and medical ev,'acuation; OUt

of the combat theater are also concerns of the logistics planner. Recent

experience with computer sinmulations ha,; demonstrated this is more oi a

problem than originally thought. To consolidate these operations, a separate

retrograde TPFDD is created. rhe Medical Evacuation System (MEDEVAC) is
-th ,plication th.t ,c n tiw iilo eiit .f iiediaiiv ev,-adted perso -ei

I k,/' i 11. 11h CL.."i OfeIP

and . from the theater. 1 he MPM generates the number of e-.'acuees, and the

data are ieceived from MPM's medical wvorking file. The product of MEDEVAC
is added to the OPLAN TPFDD.

Step 5: Shortfall Identification. Shortfalls are identified and resolved
throughout the planning process. This step focuses on identifying and resolving

transportation shortfails highlighted b,' the THE deployment simulation. The

TFE not onIv identifies the late arrival shortfalls but al:-) identifies the reasons for

them such as shortage of lift resources, overloaded rniobi!itv support tacilities,

excessive requirements for intratheater lift, etc

Planners identitv unresolved shortfa!;.. or coin, yve atlions by higher-Ievel

(tecisionmnikers, or those that mu- -e rutII t.,t WI: n other commanders be"

compromise or mutual agreemen'. Thie CI-' & a41Cne approves ci'.nges that altect

the concopt of operations or the ,. oiceplt 'A so r, ort.

If shortfalls are not resolved, the OPLAN ., tibniitteLi ba,,ed on capabdities, and
the Plan Sunmmarv will assess the impact (,t the I-iortfalls and limiting Iac t rir and

list thle tasks that cal,not be accomplished. A separate I 'FIA) is submitted

identilying the shortfall force and lon unilt ,_irgo record.s, the.-. sthorttal! , ore

considered uisourced rather than jusýt late closures.

Step 6: Transportation Feasibility Analysis. Formal aalvsis of strat.egic

ira'sisportationr occurs in this,- ste(' The ti ii, hiate betn identified--a CONirptlte:
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simulation and, if necessary, a plan development conference of key players will

be held to resolve the shortfalls or to assess their impact on the OPLAN. After

the computer simulation and, possibly, several iterations of the transportation
steps, the product is the conclusion by the CINC that the OPLAN is grossly

transportation feasible.

Step 7: TPFDD Refinement. The plan development phase con.iists of several
subphases: forces, logistics, and transportation, with shortfa'l identification

associated with each phase. The plan development phases are collectively

referred to as TPFDD refinement.

Step 8: Plan Documentation. The objective of this phase is to document the

operation plan m JOPS format for submission and distribution. The fully

documentfd plan, including the refined TPFDD. is an operation plan in complete

format (OPLAN).

The JDS System4

IDS is a transaction-orieited, distnbuted database system that allows the user to

update the local database, which then may be transmitted to other sites over the
WIN. It is a system of people, procedures, communications capabilities, and

ADP equipment that manages the timely flow of deployment data within the

JPEC. The JDS is part of WWMCCS and interfaces with other corn,,iand and

control systems.

In this section we discuss JDS capabilities, the JDS integrated database system,

and the JDS application programs.

Capabilities

JDS can:

Sslinultaneouslv build, maintain, and manage exercise and real-world

deployment pians;

* establish OPLANs or COAs trom JOlPS-created deployment plans or force

modules;

* create a .OPS-formatted deployment plan from the JDS database,

* add, change. or delete mfurnation by using computer terminals or

automated system interfaces;

4l111umatri i, rakvn from A.F'• rub 1. Chaper7
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"* schedule or monitor deployments;

"* offer close-hold capabilities to develop OPLANs; and

"• manage deployment information to: automatically alert units and

installations of scheduled deployments via AUTODIN; monitor ongoing

systemn performance; integrate force module capabilities; and improve the

timeliness and accuracy of deployment information.

Integrated Database

The JDS is built around a centralized integrated deployment database established

and maintained on the USTRANSCOM WWMCCS computer at Scott Air Force

Base, Illinois. Several sites duplicate the database and can serve as backup if it

should become inoperative. The JDS database is resident on the Honey well IDS I

database system. It is the primary repository of deployment-related information

and contains:

"• narrative information on plan concept, scope and status;

"* tiLne-fplduied furce and sustainment requirements that are either availabie

from an existing plan, built line-by-line with force and cargo records, built

with force modules, or created by a combination of these methods:

" hypothetical (notional) data that may be refined and updated; actual unit

data that are sourced; and individual entries of CIN, PIN, and ULN data that

may be updated and refined to improve visibility as the situation changes;

and

" movements requirements that are visible and accessible for preparing the

transportation schedule and building the manifest

System Operation

Interactive user entries genelate tilsadLtionS that upLdate the local database and

may then be transmitted over the WIN to update the central deployment

database at USTRANSCON1 and, nearly instantaneously, all other affected sites
in the JIPEC.

IDS supports the planner's functional requirements with the following

application subsystems:

"* plan information: displays and updates narrative plan information;

"* requirements: enters, stores, updates, and retrieves torce and sustaunMent

information;



"* unit information: retrieves and updates welected unit data;

"* force module: using Service /Joint or OPLAN-dependent force modules,

rapidly builds and tailors requirements in support of OIPLAN or COA,

"* schedule and movoment: reviews and updates schedules, and manifests

movement infornation during planning and execution;

"* retrieval: retrieves and reviews database intormation;

"* information resource manager: performs local database management

functions;

" automated scheduling message: generates AUTODIN-format rnesages tfom

JD S data.

JOPES

JOPES is the new, evolving system. for performing joint planning that comincs

both peacetime and wartime planning. This section discusses JOlES' overall

system goals, organizational responsibihty for !OPES, and .uture plans.'

Goals

JOPES is the joint command and control svstem icr conventional opcration

planning and execution and is intended to address mobilization, deployvment,

employment, and sustainment mission areas. It is designed to sup[ ort

commanders and planners at national, ", .ater, and supporting !evels.

The primary goals of JOI'ES are to:

1. Support the development of OPLANs wvithin 45 days of concept appro\val

and the development of an OPORD tý.L ithin t1,e o days after NCA COA

selection in a no-plan situation.

2. Pernit theater commanders to start, stp, or redirect nul.tarv operation,

effect'welv and rapidly.

3. Support peacetinc, crisis, and waxtime planning and execution.

4 Integrate mobilization, deployment, employment, and susta1nmvnlt acti.,vitic,

5. Sta ndardize polities a nd pr(_xedures which V,'Ill be similar, it n(ot iden tica, ai

peacetime (including exercises) and crisis situations.

I! v~t rk-' t ý• t:, ,I ,¢t m !i n p It,(. );r , n1 1ziti,r I: L-,' ponsibl Iiltit.-, Ihw -, h[,'l'1 taýl m.!i I-•[ Ir('l thi , ';!

1 ' 'rg I :r; D .III • .:,:,• i l,;•.' ; • • ' I, , " l ,-- ? !" -t r[ !,:• -;'." - -•. i]p rL• ! I:r hk" t a :l 1! , , ! . ~ '

tY, rilivativ'l hi [il n, I r I(_'h, t: M IP were t tc,.' up utrIl h. 1 u1C : 0!r 1" Q'%, h, e ::.,-
dt'\ vlhpn ntn wvr ,
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ti. Support the rapid developmcnt and evaluation of militarv options and ( L)A.

i single or multitheater scenarios.

Exploit ADP awl' communication advances being made In the •V\,NICCS

Infonnation Svstem ,.WIN) and Dcfv.e.,e DLata Network DDN).

S. Expedite the development of military estimates of a situation.

9. Ensure the dissemination and presentation of timely, accurate, and pr,,perlv

aggregatv2d information.

10. Allow planner: to idntti fv re•1oorce s-.lhrtialls (personnel, tra.l.porto n

materiel, forces, medical, mnd civil engineering srrvice-).

II . Se' ,re the svstci'i ,lom unauthorized access, data mamnipuiation, or dIta

retqeva). SYstern hard wart, niu-t be TEMPEST-qualified (or placed In a

secure control zon1e) a:'.Xi must be securitv-certifiable for TOP SECRET

sensitivi' compartnme,itcd informaton I(SCI).

JOPES ce.mb dies a singie ,st o• joint procedures, that addresses all clas.ic

fux icIlonal at1p0ct,1 Of joint conventional planning and i,,xecution during pcace,

crisis, war, or exercisCS. I'reviouslv, pint planners were required to be proficient

in procedure,; of several systems that were limited In scope and hcubed on

deployvmen t.

lOPES procedures are supported bv an integrated AIS support structure.

Previously, planners were required to be proficient on multiple systems.

Comnlunication among elements of the JI'EC was difficult due to the

incompatibility of tile different AlIs. L_).it, communication was hampered

because systems did not have the capability to efficiently pas-, data becausec of the

Lack of standardized data elements. Complex algorithms had to be developed

before data could be readily exchanged between s'stcMn,. TIhe JOl'l.S V\ Oluitlon

begins by integratin; 101; and Jl)S capabilitie, and developing thc WILIDIM

(Wart.ire and hittelI ig,'nce .%,Ssteml l_)ictioIIai for lInlormation Managetient I a, the

central repository for all .tandardized data elenents for the JIEC.

]OI S l,rotcedu ii, providc a guidc for the IPEC to tollow uI executing 1tie 1..l 'S
acl'lt it , e ( o l'lobilizatlion, dephlyment, enipio, ment, and suslaii Ilt. Ibe 1 1C It-.l

is a set of etecutable joint OPLANs and OORL)O,,L.

1w 1(\I'F' , . .C O 0- 11 Li, ,I 111e, 1 ,1 0 ,'%CH MtCi i 1,'i , Cd

p Ocesse.s I~thit support decisionnikiiing, platnning, ai cxxectitoio -The.sc

processes ale thr,at idcntificatit i ,n ai Ii is l'-.'ltl,.. It re Vti '. det.I,,.IInIl14at inM. COUrf Se

of action developnetl_•, es)ction i]laiini, inpleiintatiol. inonitoril¶m,, ,and

smll;ulatiol ,.nruJ 111,1\11l% lN, ill[ormlw ii, a .ni' l,itii and ,U1 1 allnia ".- ls ruVid,

co .itinii's U t s2po,, ,u p the other fQve itilctilO ' , .... t-
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Organizational Responsibilities

Figure A.2 shows the organizations that were responsible for JOPES during the

ODS period and their relationships to each other. JSiJ7 is the office of prmlmar

responsibility tor the JOPES process and procedures as well as the JOPES AIS

R&D program and O&M. The WWMCCS ADI' Modernization (WA.N) office

allocates JOPES R&D funds.

The JOPES Project Group UPG), co-located with USTRANSCOM, reports to J7

and is responsible for developing the future requirements of JOPES in accord

with the JOPES ROC (required operational capacity), coordinating working

groups, overseeing the development and testing of research prototypes, setting

priorities and schedules, and defining the version plans.

The JOPES ROC contains JOPES support elements (.SEs, with bedrock

milestones and 'unctional requirements. The JPG supports prototyping to help

define requirements (e.g., 23 prototypes) and recommends priorities and dollars.

JPG has three basic ways of fulfilling the JSEs: they update existing JOPES

applications to satisfy a JSE; they adapt and incorporate other systems to sat.sfv

the JSE; and they develop (or contract for the development of) prototypes.

The JPG coordinates JOI'ES Project Working Groups in functional aiLeas

established in the JOPES Terms of Reference. These look at the functional needs

of users and then attempt to define and refine JOPES requirements.

The Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) and its Defense Systems

Service Orgaaization (DSSO) have two major JOPES responsibilities; they

develop JOPES versions under the WAM program in response to J7 through JPG

NAM0F3P.A A Z-050.1

Joint Staff J7

office of primary responsibility

USTRANSCOM DISA/DSSO

JOPES Frogram Group design, develop & support design, develop & support
future requirements through Version 5 Version 6 & later

provide training (supporting JOPS)
(supporting JDS)

Figure A.2-JOI'ES Development Organization
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and JOFES O&NI in response to J3. Because of the emphasiý, on deployment in

the early JOPES versions, USTRANSCOM was to play a major role Ln JOPES

R&D through Version 5. USTF\NSCOM's responsibilities included R&D for

JOPES through Version 5. O&M support for JDS through FY92 (:support from the

Air Force), and responsibility for JOPES training (support from the tour services).

The JOPES Terms of Reference lay out the relationships between the different

groups. The DSSO has been responsible for supporting JOPS and the JOPS

subsystem of JOPES. USTRIANSCOM has been responsible for JD;, wh :h is the

second major subsystem of JOPES. (Sin(e ODS was a crisis-planning situaton,

the major JOPES player was UST15ANSCOM.)

Future Plans

JOPES, as an evolving system, was scheduled to be fielded in discrete

developmental steps called versins. The first four versions, as an aggrcgatt, were

desig-ned to provide a quantum improvement in the supporting software for the

JPEC. Figure A.3 summarizes the JOPES development strategy for versions 1

through 4.

Rý0#3;0 A 1 SRI

Version 1 Version 4

Language COBOL 66 COBOL 74/ADA

DBMS IDS-I/ISP IDS-II

Mainframe!/
HOST Mainframe wornftateo

workstation

Operating GCOS-TSS GCOS-TP8!AUX
system

Local area Direct Direct (LAN)
connect

Wide area WIN WIN
connect

Figure A.3--J(I.S D)evelopment Strategy

I I ! I I II I I
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Version 1 was fielded in November 1989 and demonstrated the JOPES Initial

Operating Capability (10C). It provided enhanced capability on the current

hardware suite in the following ways: (1) it allowed the user to log-on to a single

system with menu selection to all JOPS and IDS subsystems and to move

between applicatons without logging off; (2) it allowed the user to assess a plan

for logistic and transportation feasibility whetlv2r the plan was built using JDS or

JOPS subsystems; and (3) a JDS/'JOPS data interface enabled a selective batch

routine to reformat data in on-line JDS format to JOPS TPFDD,."SRF (summary

reference file) format for immCdiate uiRe in the TFE, MPM, NIlG, and MRG
subsystems.

Version 2, installed in April 1990, was operational at the onset of ODS. It

piovided enhanced capability on the current hardware suite by: (1) expanding

the JDS/JOPS data interface by allowing direct input to the on-line JDS database

from JOPS, MRG, NPG, and MPM (MEDEVAC); (2) providing the first

opportunity for functional prototypes; (3) expanding the navigation capabilities

from jors subsystems; and (1) offering an ad hoc query capability through the

Joint Operations Graphics System JOGS).

Version 3 was installed in Dcembf-r 1990 and nrovided cIhanced capability on

the current hardware suite mainly in the graphics area wi'h the use of Harvard

Graphics, a commcrcial off-the-shelf pioduct. It also added the following

features developed during ODS: (1) baseline installation of an interface from

MAC's GDSS to JOPES; (2) a fix to allow users to recover lost TPFDD records by

retrieving the records from the database transaction log; and (3,) capability to

getierate a report on database updates.

Version 3.1 was installed in May 1991. It provided enhanced graphics and

allowed user-defined ranges for dates.

Version 4, which was scheduled to be released in 1992, would have provided the

JOI'LS New Plan Build option to sites having WAM workstations. In addition to

the features shown in Figure A.3, the software was to include: reengineered

JOl'S and JDIS components., integrated ad hoc data rctricval -ind presentation

(tabular and graphic), retention of JDS interfaces and addition of JMAS (Joint

Mission Application Software) interfaces, new data network distribution

software, new database update :software, improved data integrity capabilities,

and GLOHI:LE, 'ORlIS uind AI'ORI S data flies integrated into a relational

database on the wvorkstation

Because of problems with the 1 loney-Mac workstation, however, much of the

develhpment effort for Version 4 wai- moved to a Sun workstationi in Novembcr
1"')() lThc W' ' AM uff:c_ i" ,),ed to continue piototvping oinl Ue Sun and the1i port

the.i mplermentation to the Ilonev-Mac workst, tion so that the I lonev-Mac could
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remain the approved workstation in the field, since many sites had already

invested in the equipment. Continuing frustration with Version 4, however,

eventually caused its suspension and the suspension of most other JOPES

developments.

At that time the Air Force was directed to integrate several of the more needed

(and more ready) capabilities, such as a new scheduling and movement

subsystem that allows tracking of actual, as well as planned, shipments into the

existing Version 3. The general future of WAN! and JOPES is currently very

uncertam.

The JOPES AIS
6

Overview. JOPES :AIS is a planning and execution system that provides for a

timely flow of deployment data throughout the JPEC. The main portions of the

system are provided by JDS and JOPS subsystems, JOPS standard reference files,

and an evolving integration package that consolidates and improves existing

software. JOPES is hozted by WWVMCCS and interfaces with other 'iSs. JOPES

applications are run against an on-line database that can be distributed either

locally or worldwide. Viability of the database depends upon: (1) TPFDD

development and maintenance, (2) timely and accurate information update

during deployment planning and execution, and (3) standard JPEC procedures to

ensure interoperability between peacetime and crisis environments.

The Version 3 JOPES interface provides support for deliberate and crisis-action

planning through a two-way interface between JOPS and JDS that allows direct

input to the on-line JDS database from most JOPS applications (except for the

Force Requirements Module and the Force Module Subsystem).

WWMCCS Host and Communications Network. JOIPES resides on the standard

AIS equipment for WWNICCS, a Hlonevwell hIformation Systems (HIS) Series
6000 or 8000 computer system. Terminal support is provided by Honeywell

Visual Information Projection (VIP) terminals or personal computers (e.g.,

WISCUC, IBM AT, Zenith 248, etc.) modified for forms mode operation.
Graphics-capable terminals provide additional terminal support. A new

generaticp- UIc n-vwell- Apple PC will also be available as the first of a new family

of workstations.

"T'hi•. nort t;1 ::,, re-,D irt %•v.i•,- m ainh, Ia6, n fr -•r , . ,' - ,- , , ,,,"' ýunl;.r' , !•• -" , ,t!'

it , 65 Gemeral Re.rrricr. volume i User s .Manua" C U,NI LM 33-Q-50. Nowember 16, 194'. and vcir,':,.
AApr,l 27. 19A).
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JOPES relies on WIN and AUTODIN for data communications. A dedicated

packet-switching data communications subnetwork interconnects W.IN sites. It

includes a store-and-forward interface message processor (IMP) and medium-

and wide-band communication circuits. The JDS Interface Processor (JDSIP)

interacts with WIN t, route and manage database updates to appropriate JPEC

sites. Other WIN software utilities support terminal-to-computer, computer-to-

computer, and terminal-to-terminal communications as shown in Figure A.4.

Capabilities include TELNET, File Transfer System (FTS), and Teleconterencing

(TLCF).

Through the use of JOPES TLCFs, JPEC planners can share electronic mail

messages within specified groups. TLCFs are usually arranged as soon as crisis

action is initiated. Each TLCF may be focused on a particular area of

mobilization, deployment, employment, or sustairunent. Each has its access

limited to a specific list of authorized user5, and each resides at a WWIVMCCS site

and is controlled by the functional database manager (FDBM) at that site. A

TLCF is limited to - certain amount of disk space. When more space is needed, a

JOPES SYSTEM OPERATION
Sup r..... ................ . -------- ------ -,,,,- -,- .

FuA-n'WIN SWtTES

E

T(IT

A(MSFn POOOTN P• - N

L D

A C

Cour A.4--Avilablit oN UI oteJ
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new teleconference is set up with the same name but a new volume number.

Teleconferencing was used extensreely during ODS, often to alert others that

changes had been made ta the deployment databases.

Securi•¢. JOPES meets the TOP SECRET security requirements for WWMCCS.

The application software programs are unclassified, and users may classify the

data up to TOP SECRET, and unless authorities have downgraded the data, must

handle display screens and computer printouts as TOP SECRET. Users executing

lOPES must have permission to access JDS and have separate pemliss•ons to

different application catalogs.

Access control to OPL,•M'qs is undergoing change as JOPES evolves. Currently

when planning begins, the responsible CINC will notify the USTRANSCOM

functional database manager as to the list of JOPES,"W•,•, ,'MCCS sites that will

share the plan information if there is to be ltrnited distribution of •e plan. With

normal distribution, the USTILo\N.'SCON1 FDBM distributes the OPLAN

thi'oughout the network; with limited distribution, the plan is distributed only to

the CINC's list of sites. Closely held or local (nondlstributed) plans limit the

plans to the onginatu•g site with no backup site. Ltmited-access plans may also

restrict access to specific users and terminals at specific sites. Use of terminal ID

restrictions will prevent users from access via TElNET. The CINC may also

specify a backup site in case the onginating site suffers a failure; if not, the

default backup site is USTRANSCOM. When ODS began, the plan was closely

held at USCENTCOM and not shared with other sites. This caused some

problem -when the USCENTCOM site had a failure ,-tnd there was no backup site.

The FDBM at each JOPES/WWMCCS site is responsible for OPLAN access at

that site, and he controls individual user access to the networked database and its

related applications at that site. This includes users accessing the site remotely

from terminals or workstations. At the current time, the FDBM has no control

over users with proper access and pem'ussions at other sites changing the

planning data his site has responsibility for.

As a furhher restriction, data stored in the networked database are divided into

two subsets--one that pertains to JSCP OPIa\NS and one that pertains to

exercises or system training. All user access and permis• )ns are maintained for

each subset of the database and a user may access only one of these database

subsets during a given session.

JOPES had no audit trail of data trapsactlons except for the database

r.,-.;;agement system (DBMS) transaction log until Version 3, when the capability

to generate a report of database updates was installed.



System Performance. JOPES Ls designed to provide precise, timely information

to the JPEC. Deployment data precision depends on the level of detail required.

For example, COA development needs less information detail than execution

planning because of uncertainties in specifying the current situation and time

limitations. During COA development, these constraints may preclude

deveiopxinent of detailed fnrce !ists with exact strengths and tonnages for each

option. In execution planning, where a specific option has been selected, more-

precise data are required to better manage actual deployment. For TCC

scheduling, unit movement weights are specified to the nearest tenth of a short

ton or to the nearest measurement ton. TPFDD data sometimes go to Level 6

(e.g., describing personnel to the job-code level). The on-line distributed

database is not currently capable of processing or storing that level of detail and

either mo,. es it into the SRF, truncates it within the data fields, or eliminates the

data when no comparable field exists. In most cases, though, the on-line

distributed database accepts the precision of the reference data files from which it

draws the information.

JOPES Standard Reference Files

JOPES uses the standard reference files described above under JOPS AIS:

APORTS, ASSETS, CHSTR, PORTS, TUCHA, TUDET, LFF, CEF, TPFDD, SRF.

GEOFILE, and SORTs.

It also uses the WWMCCS standard reference file, NMCS Automatic Control

Executive and AUTODL. (NACE/AUTODIN) files, to create temporary files of

incoming and outgoing AUTODIN-transmitted messagws. The Automated

Scheduling Message (ASM) subsystem uses the temporary files to transmit ASMs

to AUTODIN.

Service and Transportation Command Data Interfaces. JOPES has interfaces to

a number of JPEC AISs.

Army systems:

DEMSTAT: the Deployment, Employment, and Mobilization Status System

provides movement data of existing :\rmv units via an interface processor to

JOPES and downloads JOPES data for review by Army components.

COMPASS: the Computerized Mlov% emnnt Planning and Status System

contains summarized unit detail data and provides the necessary data to

determine movement requirements for FOP,3COM units.
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Others:

FLOGEN: the Flow Generator System is used by AMIC to schedule aircraft

against movement requirements. FLOGEN summarizes air movement

requirements into aircraft loads by deployment time fr'-es, POEs, and

PODs.

COMPES: the Contingency Operation/Mobility Planning and Execution

System is used by the Air Force to standardize and automate procedures to

select, deploy, and monitor contingency forces. This interface is designed to

source Air Force OPLAN requirements so that the TCCs can schedule actual

unit movements.

NCCS: the Navy Command and Control System contains command and

control information used to manipulate Navy data for OPLANs.

MAIRS: the Military Airlitt Integrated Reporting System is used bv AMC to

monitor aircraft arrivals and departures.

MAPS II: Mobility, Analysis, and Planning System Version II is used by the

MTMC to schedule CONUS movement requirements.

SEASTRLAT: Sealift Strategic Planning System is used by MSC to schedule

sealift movement requirements.

Subsystems. JOPES consi .ts of 28 subsystems and/or subfiles. Eight of these are

former JOPS subsystems: FRG, FMS. NPG, MRG, LCE, TFE, CESPG, a-d MPM.

Six of these are JDS interfaces to AMC, MTMC, Navy, Air Force, Army, and

MSC. The rest are former JDS subsystems and /or JOPES developed subsystems.

IDS Subsystems

Plan Information Subsystem/subfile provides the capability to establish and

maintain OPLAN identification, description, and movement information.
Additional features include capabilities to display status of OPLAN loads and

Transportation Component Command (TCC) carrier scheduling activity.

Requirements Subsystem isubfile provides the capability to create, modify, and

delete force and non-unit records in the JDS database. Several displays and

reports assist in analyzing and editing data. Applications allow for changing

deployment dates automatically and converting the JDS database into a JOl'S
T'FDD format. This subsystem provides the capability to merge requirements

from different sources into a target OPLAN and to rename requirements for an
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O)PLAN. A subsystem function can be uised to create a partial or complete JOl'S

"TPFDD tape or disk file from the JOPES database with limiting options availabie.

Creation of a JOPS TPFDD file allows use of ;OPS procedures to update thIe

database. Also, otthei JOPS modules can be used to analvze transportadtion

feasibiltyvor generate resupply. medical support, personnel replacements, or

civil engineering support requirements.

Units Information Subsystem/subfile performs selected retrieval and update

functions on units identified to fill OPLAN force requirements. It provides the

capability to review and analyze selected SORTS data, unit tasking, and

deployment status. (This subfile contains 26 of the approximately 12o, SORTS

data element characteristics that describe a unit.)

Force Module Subsvstem-subfile provides the capability to rapidly build and

modify requirements in support of COA or OPLAN development during crisis

situations. The user can update or delete force modules; build or delete

OPLANs; display title, description and requirements data; and print reports.

Scheduling and Movement Subsystem allows the user to rCview, update,

sLhedule, and manifest TCC carrier and organic movement information both

before and during deplo-rment. It provides the capabilit} to review.- and ana!'ze

an extensive variety of scheduling and movement data such as scheduled and

actual departures aid arrivals of TCC and organic carriers. The user can modify

TCC carrier movement manifest data to fully utilize transportation assets, update

the manifest subfile as movements occur, update the subfile with actual

departure and arrival time for TCC carriers, and update the subfile with actual

departure and arrival times for organic carrier movements.

Records are entered into this subfile whenever a carrier schedule is built. The

manifest data are first entered as planned alocation of requirement against

carrier schedule, indicating the planned ULN to be loaded on the carrier but with

zero passengers and cargo. In the ideal situation, the amount of passengers and

cargo could be input from the requirements and that would be exactly how the
manifest would read. This worked in exercises but not in ODS. In ODS, the

manifest data sometimes differed from the planned allocation and the planned

allocation was overwritten to show the actual ULN and the amount of

passengers ard cargo loaded. The actual manifest data was entered by ANIC as

ULNs were loaded onto aircraft.

Retrieval Subsystem allows review of data from one or more .,ubsystems through

on-h-ne display, printed report, or graphic output. It provides a single point oi

entr' to all standard reports and displays.



Ihttorniat ion Resource Manager SubsysteuI allowvs i )S in taagcrs, to pertorm local

database nian-.gemnent tunctions including mianaging u-er IL)-, maiiagling tlec

space for OPILANs, loading OPLAN TPFDDs, etc.

Automated tcheduling Message Subsy.vtem..; subtIle produces .! IA I DIN-

formatted messages from JOIUS data to provide movement schedule.- and

summaries to deploying unit.s, comimand headquarter,, and port managers.

JDS/AMC Interface Subsystem permits a direct lhnk between JDS1 and the ANIC

Flow Generator (FLOGEN) unique database. This, ailows. :NIC system- to

receive air movement requirements needing *,\\IC tranportation and J1 )Sý to

receive schedules for ANIC air carrierb.

JDS, "TNIC Interface Subsystem permits a direct link between JtlS and the

MTNIC Mobilitv Analysis and Planning System, Verion 111 (.Map.- I1). lvo

functions are provided-modification of the MTMC movement table and

building MIMIC carrier schedules and manitests.

JDS ,Monitors Subsvstem provides the capability to monitor the JWS Update

Processor, JDS Interface Processor, local and network tiansiction activ'itv, and the

localnetwork status. This subsystem is used to monitor overall network

performance by monitorig the last origin sequence numbei generated 1.1% Or

received from each site in the JOPES network.

JJDS/Navy Interface Subsystem permits a direct link between JD1) and the Navy

Command and Control System (NCCS) unique database.

JDS/Air Force Interface Subsystem permits a direct link between JDS and the

Contingency Operation" Mobility Planning and Execution System (COMPES)

unique database. This sources Air F ce requirements in OI'L/AN so TCCs can

schedule actual unit movements.

jDS Transaction Editor Subsystem provides the capability to edit and enter

scheduling and requirement transactions residing in a user file.

JDS/MSC Interface Subsvstem permits a direct link between JDS) and the MSC

Sealift Strategic Planning System (SEASTRAT) unique database to provide dita

for MSC transportation scheduling.

JLi/ Army Interface Subsystem allows direct linkage between the FOR-SCON

DEMSTA r and the COMPASS, and JOPES UMI) subfile aid TIFDD. Functions

allow the user to recover UMD data from tape and update Jl)S OPLAN data with

UMD data from FORSCOM, and to identify erroneous and/or incomplete data

before entering it into the update process.



ReI erenc Flile, aIlow the user to I-,anI the' I e'ter'nct i! c, I )a t a I leader, tIIc

TIFI_) ) P. OK)-IS. new AI\'(A 1.5, CI ISt.- 1, 1t V I I :A. I IU L) I, tVI LL, 1.-I1,

OUAPORTS, SDF, new PORSt. etc.

Joint Operation- Graphic Svstem (JOGS'ý i- a pi ototvpe graphics- -Vstem that

,upports OPLAN'.i ITl'I'l )D data graphs and displays on graphitc-capablh

terminals.

Non- landard C'argo Subfile contans,, non-standard cargo data abtout units

tailored to differ trouw the TUCI IA t\ tpe umt characteristics data (c.g. dctailed

cargo lntormat ion tor a unit coniigu red to deploy wihlOUt Its t;ngle cargo W 1h I'Le

found in this, subfile iather than the "I'CI tA).

U.;nit \w weniCnt Data (LNI) subleii. Contai.n-s inforimation) for Ar. .tin its,

pro% ided hx ICl),KM ano iidew\d bY UIC. It is the "real ' cargo detail datai

that ha,11 i \ alidated and input bY FORSCOM through i!ý COMPASS iterlacet

to JOITES. It describes caigo details (e.g., type, count, and weight o0 \ Chiclest.

JOPS Subsystems. In this section wte de-cribe the JOl'ES capabiliti.s to ust, thesc

subsystenms %% ith J)5 subSystem-s,, subfiles where a'ppropriat,,

t-i(i ,: the torce rt'piireilents gt nermtor "no ji)S capahiiit.

FMS: the force module subsx'wtcm kno Jl)S capability).

MRG: the movement requirements generator provides the following IL)A

capabilities-it gev.erattus ncnunit-related records from a JDS OPLAN, and it

generates nonunit-mo%'ement requirements in the on-houe JDS OPLAN by

using the JDYS "add" transaction.

LCE: the logistics capability estimator provides the following JDS

capabilities-it creates JDS transactions which mav be used to 'add" non-

unit records to a specified on-line jD1S OPLAN, ,id it creates the Force

Record E\tract File (FREF) from .i JDS OPLAN.

TFE. the transportation feasibility estimator allowvs the selkction of a J'IS
OPLAN input to generate TEEl movement requirements.

CESPG. the civil engineering support plan generator (no JDS capabilit.%

MI'MN: the medical pannug miodule provides the capability t, creat_ JD.)S

transactions whicth 11a'V be used to "arddi" nonunit records to a specified on-

line J.5" OPLAN
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NPC;: tht .--n-tinit personnel genciator pr, xides f,,t ' apah,1,11tv to creati' Jl..-

trantaction, whiich :nay be used to "add" nonunit record., to a .-p," 'IIl'cd oin-

line JDI, OI'LAN.

Capabilities. JOPIS provides capabilitie. to:

"• Build, nainta:n, and mninage everci-e arod l-wvorld deplo- ment plans and

databases simultaneously.

"* Creatt.. an OPLAN trom TPFI)DiSRF format <,r from Force Module.,.

"* Convert an on-line OPL.N into ITMFf, SIF format.

"* Add, change, or delete deployment IfIOrmllatiOln UsLing o liWCe Colmlptter

ternina!s and automated systems interlaces.

"* Sc hedulc and monitor deployments.

"• Piovide on-line access to deployment information using DoD standaid

reference files, e.., TU-C-IA, TUDET, SORTS.

"* I)i.plav deployrnent into.mation on ,: computer terminal or product, report

fromn a computer printer.

"* Alert units and installations of scheduled deployments automatically by

"sy.,tem generated AUTODIN message.

"* Monitor the ong,'ing database ;ystem performance and workioad at any

location throughout the network.

"* Integrate Force Module capabilities fully.

"* l'ro\ ide a close-hold environment in which to develop OPLANs.

System Functions. JOl'ES provides the tollowing system funcions:

Establish and maintain a deple.,rment database expressing the supported

commander s requirements, almov, ing the JPLC to coordinate and .(4f11v these

requirements prior to scheduling. The deployment database consist of

OPLANs, COAs, or OPORI)s containing the statuIS, concept, scope, and

detaded timne-phsed movement requirtenentls for torces and suLstainnment.

- Coordinate deployvment sched ules with ICC-. Tli:, iuiwdes, developing

detailed deplovinent schedules, identifying trai i-portation and dli% ury

shortfalls, and manifesting schleIuled carriers.

• Monitor deployments. This includcs general AIS support functionls

asscciated with systemn ise and perfornmance, such as providing access-

control to deployment movement requirements.
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* Model gioss sustainment requirements (nonunit-related supply and

personnel, and medical planning).

* Assess gross transportation feasibility of a TPFDD/SRF or OPLAN.
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B. Army Planning Support Systems

h) its deliberate planning and crisis-action planning activities, and during

deployment and employment of its forces, the Army follows joint planning

procedures. It maintains a number of Service-unique systems, however, to assist

it in planning and execution. This appendix briefly describes those systems.

The Army Mobilization and Operation Planning System (AMOPS) estabhishes

Department of the Army guidance for mobilization and deployment. The Forces

Co-rurand Mobilization and Deployment Planning System (FORMDEPS)

establishes the Forces Command (FORSCOM) mobilization and deployment

policy.

FORSCOM is the organization with primary responsibility for (1) maintaining

standard movement data to support pianning for mobilization and deployment,

and (2) interfacing the Army components with the JPEC through JOPES. In

crists-action planning, FORSCOM's tasks in.-iude: participation in Army combat

unit sourcing; responsibility in coordination .t.dh Army component commanders

for CS dad CSS zourcing; participaiiri in time-phasing and transportation

planning; responsibility for validation of Army planning requirements;

responsibility for assigning CAPSTONE1 alignments derived from OPLAN

TPFDDs; and responsibility for developing time-phasing of reserve units into

mobilization stations to meet departure dates from those stations.

Figure B.1 shows the Army planning system interfaces to JOPES (and each other)

at the WWMCCS FORSCOM site at Fort McPherson. The next section briefly

describes the Army systems, databases, and reference files shown in the figure,

followed by a discussion of how they work together arid future plans. The last

section discusses Army WIS (AWlS).

DEMSTAT

The Deployment, Employment, and Mobilization Status System is the

management system set up and maintained by FORSCOM specifically to provide

CON1'S-based Army installations with simplified and common access to

information in a number of joint and Army-specific planning systems JOPES,

ICAP4STONE-, is the Army program that align.s uniLs, regardless of compontrnt, into a wartime
wriii" ald structurui
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Figure B.1-FORSCOM WWMCCS Site Showing Army AIS Interfacts to JOPES

MSPS, SORTS, and CO. IPASS. It does this by providing a common interface to

its OMNI database, allowing the installations to retrieve/read preformatted data

reports but not permitting thtrm to directly change the OMNI database.

For example, if a user reviewed OM]Nrl SORTS data and noticed an error in his

unit's report, he would make the correction in his next report to SORTS. The

new SORTS data would then (with a time lag) appear in the OMNI database for

further review by the unit. Similarly, a user noticing an error in the JOPES time-

phased plan for his unit would notify FORSC( M and enter a line-by-line

correction into DEMSTAT. FORSCOM woul I _heck with the proper authority as

to correction of the error and, with approval, forward the unit-prepared

transaction to JOPES (but OMNI would not show the update until it was later

made from the JOPES database).

The DEMSTAT interface thus accomplishes several functions: (1) it provides

users at re ote installations with the ability to review larger amounts of JOPES

data than their workstations can support; (2) it protects JOPES from users
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inadvertently changing data that should be protected by the JOPES software but

is not; and (3) it allows FORSCOM to fulfill its data review and validation role. A
disadvantage is that ONLsJI data may be out-of-date since OMNI is updated only

twice a day.

COMPASS

The Computerized Movement Planning and Status Svs:em is a FORSCOM-

unique system designed to support unit movement planning and requirements

for active-component and reserve-component units COMPASS provides the

equipment (cargo) profile of deploying units for JOPES.

(OMPASS's main function is to collect, maintain, and pass on unit movement
data (UMD). The COMPASS master file includes five basic UMD types:

"* TUCHA: notional TOE data.

"• PERL: reflect, equipment and accompanying supplies to be shipped from

CONUS to a prepositioned equipment set overseas.

"* IOM: reflects deployment requirements (planned/ actual).

"* MOB: reflects Home Station to Mobilization Station Movement requirements

for Reserve Components.

"• TAILORED: UMD for specific movement scenarios (exercises, NTC, etc.).

Four levels of equipment da. i are sent by COMPASS to JOPES. These are:

"* Level 1, Aggregated: total :umber of passengers and tons of cargo.

"• Level 2, Summary: number of passenger.; tonnages differentiated as bulk,

oversized, outsized, and NAT (not air transportable) cargo.

"• Level 3, Detail by category: tonnages and dimensions for each cargo

category (e.g., wheeled vehiclf s, containerized, ,tc.).

" Level 4, Detail by type equipment: tonnages and dimensions for each type of

equipment (e.g., type xx tank, type xv tank, type yy 5-ton truck, etc.).2

TUCHA contains data about notional units and is one of the main reference files
accessed by the JPEC in planning using type unit information. Periodically in

peacetime, FOI,;COM prepares TU(,CI 1A data from information ,Aupplied bV the

2,.(",a It ,expe'rit-nt, c,, dtur:ný,. ( )[ Y., -,nu ~ itrat,d til(, nl•, d' fr 'xp~r( '.,,f) irI,.( - ll asu' , • ill'- ý~ ,Jth|a ,

hy*t il i rt| r a i-r It, at ihI taIvItP h,,il ii; i ,t J , slrayv'
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Department of the Army', the Training and Doctrine Command, and MTMC and

sends it to Headquarters Department of the Army and to jOPES.

Under peacetime conditions COMPASS is updated once a day, but it could be

updated two or three times a day. Normally, COMPASS sends JOPES

transactions to update the Unit Movement Data subfile once a week, but during

ODS it often updated JOPES more or less frequently depending on whether

WWMCCS was overloaded and on the level of confidence FORSCOM had in the

UEL data.

FORSCOM prepared updated UMD for ODS. Initially, the ODS data was a

combination of TUCHA and unit reported POM or MOB data. Then a special file

was set up on COMPASS and the units were asked to update their information.

In many instances, (perhaps 40 or 50 percent of the time) units said that their

UEL had not changed and COMPASS retained their previous planning data. But

as the deployment operation evolved, the data were corrected to reflect the actual

movement requirements reported by more and more of the units. 3

COMPASS data also helps FORSCOM to source units. When a new plan begins,

DEMSrAT pulls a copy of the then-current COMPASS, UMD Level-2 detail into

the OMNI database so it will have the equipment-level data available to review

and for sourcing the TPFDD. This was done at the start of ODS.

TC-ACCIS

The Transportation Coordinators' Automated Command and Control System is a

second-generation system that wili automate the collection and management of

UEL information at the Army unit/Army installation level. It is intended to be a

decentralized AIS tool available to Installation Transportation Officers (ITOs) at

each Ariny installation. TC-ACCIS is the Army system or a portion of TC-AIMS

(Transporta,. on Coordinator's Automated Information for Movements System),

an evolving j(fnt system that will someday include detailed cargo information

and informatio'- on approximately 50 deployment and execution events.

Currently, the Uni' Equipment List (UEL) information is filled out manually

(through a series of forms) by each unit and given to the unit's Installation

"Iransportation Officer where the data are entered onto a 9-track tape that is sent

by AUTIODIN to, FORLX .OM to be logged by WWMCCS security and read by

3Noti tthat ii• I)PF'S ••' targo dttait , f)r a unit (m. morr appropriately, for a UtIN) tan hi
sttried in me? ol ttihnv places: thv I LA IA re'ference' fil, thn L:NIL) siitjh l,, or the non-.standard cargo-
Otfjih' '111 non-staritartj ; arg •-, mhlt i c ltairis diata ttii t frv oj rmi' thv. i CI IA da.ta it is used, ftor

exanipli'. w.henxi a unit has h'n tailorud to deploy withtout it% jutngli carg,,.
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COMPASS. It currentlv takes about three to four davs to move the data from

installation to COMPASS, much of which is taken up by transporting the tape,

logging it, etc. With this procedure, there is no database accessible to the unit

until it gets a report back from COMPASS perhaps a month later. That is the

earliest opportunity they have to correct errors in their UEL. Because of this time

lag, during ODS COMPASS was sometimes updated directly by a unit faxing or

e-rnailing its UEL to FORSCOM.

The future use of TC-ACC1S will automate this collection process. 4 Thje

installation will have its UEL database available to units for review,

manipulation, and correction before sending it to COMPASS via DDN or

AUTODIN. TC-ACCIS and COMPASS may support more-detailed equipment

information than JOPES, and both support multiple scenarios, i.e., a unit may

have many different AUELs representing its deployment requirements and

configurations for different situations.

The installation TC-ACCIS systems can also convert the UEL information into the

LCOGMARS (Logistics Marking and Reading Symbols) system format and

generate LOGMARS labels for each piece of equipment to be moved. LOGMARS

creates, producest, and reads the "bar coded" labels that are Stuck on dli types of

military items. The transportation-related ones contain the Transportation

Control Number for the particular piece of cargo (this includes a code identifying

the owner of the cargo), a bumper number, model number, dimensions, weight

in pounds, cube in feet, measurement tons, commodity number, type pack, and

an item description. At MThMC request, COMPASS will forward LOGMARS-

formatted UEL information to MTMC via the "WWMCCS File Transfer System.

TC-ACCIS systems are already installed at several Army installations including

Fort Riley and USAREUR, and future plans call for them to be installed

throughout the Army.

Other Systems

Two other systems listed in Figure B.1 are:

MSPS--Mobilization Station Planning System. A system designed to support

mobilization station planning of both active and reserve component units

based on ,OPES information. It maintains and displays mobilization and

deployment-planning information.

4A recent tf,*t, made alter 005 was over, of ',ndting the data direct'] from 1 (i-A CIS v 1DDN
t( FOR.SCOM r(ducfcd the turnaround time to about 12 hours
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SORTS-Status of Resources and Training System. This is a joint data system

detailing the readiness of units. It is updated once a day. FORSCOM relies

on SORTS for basic current information about a unit, as does JOPES.

Sevetal of the more important datafiles are:

UMT)--Unit Movement Data. U-M.D describes unit transportation requirements

(pieces-weight-cube). This is maintained by FORSCOM through COMPASS

and in peacetime is updated weekly.

AUEL-Automated Unit Equipment List. This is a product of COMPASS. It is a

specialized format of UMD designed specifically to facilitate unit

movements. It is produced by COMPASS in hardcopy and electronic media.

TI-UCHA-Type Unit Ch1 aracteristics File. This provides planning data on

movement characteristics for unit personnel, equipment, and accompanying

supplies associated with standard deployable type units of fixed

composition. These data are used in developing and reviewing unit

movemert requirements in suppoit of operation plans. Each record in the

file is uniquely identified by a Unit Type Code (UTC).

Army WWMCCS Support

AWIS provides uiformation-processing capabilities for planning and execution at

eight Army-supported WWMCCS sites: Forces Command; U.S. European

Command; U.S. Army Eur-rne; U.S. Southern Command; Military Traffic

Management Command; u;.3. Army, Pacific; Headquarters, Department of the

Army; and the Army War College. AWIS provides the Army: (1) WWMCCS

equipment; (2) centralized software development for all Army strategic

command and control products as determined by the JOPES functional model;

and (3) negotiations and support for interfaces between Army strategic C2

systems and JOPES. f'1•' Army WWMCCS sites receive Army' funding for

maintenance of their WXVMCCS hardware.

WWMCCS equipment in use at FORSCOM includes foui Honeywell H8000s

machines (substantially upgraded from H6000s) running the operating system

GCOS--8.3. Most decentralized terminal functions are now performed by XT-

level PC "workstations," but almost all are being used simply as dumb terminals.

Applications have been successfully recompiled from IDS I to IDS 11. The current

Army planning systems at FORSCOM, DEMSTAT, and COMPASS, and their
interfaces with JOPES, were developed and are maintained by FORSCOM.
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AWIS development plans are to replace DEMSTAT and the parts of COMPASS

that serve the Army uniquel'.

The evolving AWS software products are not intended to dup!icate Joint or

Army MIS software functionalitv, but are designed to complement, supplement,

and implement JOPES in those areas where the modernized JOPES software does

not meet Army requiremen:ts.

The current AWlS focus is on building a modern relational Data Management

Environment (DME) using Sybase on the DEC VAX machine. The DME

relational database design was a result ef a full fiunctional analysis of the strategic

command and control needs, which exanuned processes across organizations

utilizing Yourdon and Demarco methods. All data elements are defined in

accordance with data element standards supported by the Army Corporate

Database effort. The new database will be an integratiox, of databases from many

stovepiped systems, and Svbase tools will be used to represent data

dependencies to ensure data integrity and validation. In addition, every piece of

data will have a delegated owner who has sole authority and responsibility, for

any change. One difficulty has been to work through the security problems in

integrating databases be!onging to systems that had been individually

accredited.

The AWlS software lines are currently being developed in an order of

importance based on fund availability, current software limitations, and the

greatest number of common requirements that can be satisfied by common

software for the largest number of staff users at the largest number of supported

headquarters. The product line names currently funded and under development

a e Mobilization, Movement Control and Readiness Reporting (MCRR),

Logistics, Personnel, and Unit status.

The AWlS PMO goal is to develop the DME and AWIS product lines while at the

same time maintaining required interfaces with the various WWMCCS/JOPES

versie is. The PMO has found it wise to plot a course separate from JOPES

becau e of past problems in evolution of the joint systems such as faiiure to

produce products as specified or on schedule. A recent concern has to do with

the new DISA responsibility for information standards and future development

across the whole DoD. The AWIS PMO feels that the Army is ahead in

developing standards and is concerned that AWIS product plans may be slowed

down or halted while awaiting DISA standards and development decisions and

that AWlS funding earmarked for product development may be channeled to
DISA. What will happen is uncertain, but the AWlS PMO feels it would be a

rmistake to halt the current product line plans and implementations.


